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Li gii thiu

Ting Anh 9 dnh cho cc em hc sinh lp 9,  cp trung hc c s,   hc qua cc cun
sch cng b: Ting Anh 6,  Ting Anh 7 v Ting Anh 8,  hoc cc ch ng trnh khc
c trnh  t ng  ng.

Ting Anh 9 nhm tip tc nng cao trnh  ting Anh ca cc em bng cch phi
hp rn luyn cc k nng nghe,  ni,  c,  vit  mc  cao hn,  thng qua cc bi
hc c ni dung phong ph,  sinh ng.

Ting Anh 9 gm 1 0 n v bi hc (unit) cho khong 60 tit hc trn lp.  Mi n
v bi hc bao gm cc mc sau:

1.  Getting started: nhm khai thc vn t vng, cu trc v kin thc c sn ca hc
sinh lin quan n ni dung ch im bi hc;  l b c gy hng th,  chun b cho
bi hc mi.

2.  Listen and read: l mt bi kho nhm gii thiu ni dung ch im, ng php,  t
vng hoc cc chc nng giao tip trong i sng hng ngy.  Phn ny s c cc
cu hi hoc cc yu cu bi tp kim tra mc  hiu bi ng thi gip cc em
ch  vo nhng ni dung thng tin v ng liu chnh ca bi.

3.  Speak: l phn luyn ni,  gip cc em tp s dng cc cu trc v t vng  thc
hin cc mc ch giao tip khc nhau c lin quan n ni dung ch  bi hc.

4.  Listen: l bi luyn nghe hiu c lin quan n ch  bi hc,  mt mt nhm cng
c cc cu trc,  t vng  hc;  mt khc nhm b c u gip cc em rn luyn k
nng nghe hiu  ly thng tin,  phc v cho cc mc ch trong i sng.

5.  Read: l bi c hiu,  nhm ti to v m rng ni dung ch im, m rng cu
trc,  t vng,  ng thi pht trin k nng c hiu cho cc em.

6.  Write: l bi tp vit,  gip cc em cng c li nhng ng liu  hc,  ng thi gip
cc em hc cch din t cc ni dung giao tip qua ngn ng vit v lm quen vi
mt s th loi vit n gin phc v cho cc mc ch giao tip hng ngy.

7.  Language focus: l nhng bi tp ng php gip cc em luyn tp,  cng c v h
thng li cc cu trc trng tm ca bi.

Cui sch l phn tm tt ng php v bng t vng.

i km vi cun sch ny c bng ghi m do ng i bn ng c,  gm ni dung cc
bi luyn nghe hiu v cc bi kho trong sch  cc em c th luyn thm v nghe,
pht m;  mt cun sch bi tp  cc em luyn tp s dng ng liu v cng c bi.

Chng ti hi vng cun sch s em li nhiu iu b ch cho cc em.

Cc tc gi
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1. GETTING STARTED

Work with a partner.  A foreign pen pal is coming to stay with you for a week.

What activities would you do during the visit?

2. LISTEN AND READ

Lans Malaysian pen pal,  Razali Maryam, was staying with Lan last week.

Maryam is from Kuala Lumpur.  Maryam and Lan have been pen pals for over

two years and they correspond at least once every two weeks,  but this was their

first meeting.

On Maryams first day in Ha Noi,  Lan took her to Hoan Kiem Lake.  Like Kuala

Lumpur,  Ha Noi is a busy modern city.  Maryam was really impressed by the

beauty of the city and by the friendliness of its people.  
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Over the next few days,  the girls visited Ho Chi Minhs Mausoleum, the History

Museum and the Temple of Literature,  as well as many beautiful parks and

lakes in Ha Noi.  On Friday,  Maryam wanted to visit the mosque on Hang Luoc

Street.  Lan used to walk past the mosque on her way to primary school.

However,  this was Lans first visit.  She enjoyed the peaceful atmosphere while

Maryam was praying.

I wish you had a longer vacation, Lan said to Maryam at the end of the week.

Yes, I wish I had more time to get to know your beautiful country better.  

Lan,  would you like to come and visit me next summer? Maryam asked.

That would be great!  However,  it seems very difficult for me to have a trip

abroad.  It all depends on my parents.  Anyway, we ll keep in touch.

Choose the correct option to complete the sentences.

1 . Lan and Maryam usually write to one another every . . .  

A two years.

B month.

C two weeks.

D day.

2. Maryam was impressed because . . .

A Ha Noi was big and modern.

B Ha Noi people were friendly.

C Ha Noi was different from Kuala Lumpur.

D Ha Noi and Kuala Lumpur were the same.

3. The girls went to see . . .

A famous places in Ha Noi.

B areas for recreation.

C a place of worship.

D all the above.

4. Maryam wanted to . . .

A visit Ha Noi the next summer.

B invite Lan to Kuala Lumpur.

C stay in Ha Noi.

D visit Ho Chi Minh City.

Unit 1:  A visit from a pen pal 
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3. SPEAK

a)  Nga is talking to Maryam.  They are waiting for Lan outside her school.  Put

their dialogue in the correct order and copy it into your exercise book.  Then

practice with your partner.  Start like this:

A:  Hello.  You must be Maryam.

B:  Thats right,  I am.

(Nga) (Maryam)

b)  Now you are talking to Maryams friends.  Introduce yourself.  Make similar

dialogues.  Take turns to be one of Maryams friends.  

8

1 . Hello.  You must be Maryam.

2. Do you live in a city,  too?

3. No.  Is  it very different from 

Ha Noi?

4. Yes,  I am.  Are you enjoying your

stay in Viet Nam?

5. Pleased to meet you.  Let me

introduce myself.  Im Nga.

6. I see.  Oh!  Heres Lan.  Lets go.

a.  The two cities are the same in

some ways.

b.  Pleased to meet you,  Nga.  Are you

one of Lans classmates?

c.  Thats right,  I am.

d.  Oh yes,  very much.  Vietnamese

people are very friendly and 

Ha Noi is a very interesting city.

e.  Yes.  I live in Kuala Lumpur.  Have

you been there?

Love old cities in 

Viet Nam

Like Vietnamese people

Yoko from Tokyo,  Japan

(a busy big capital city)
Paul from  Liverpool,

England (an industrial

city,  north of England)

Love the people,  the

food,  and the beaches in

Viet Nam

Jane from  a small town

in Perth,  Australia 

(a quiet small town)

Love the temples and

churches in Viet Nam

Love ao dai,  Vietnamese

food,  especially nem



4. LISTEN

Tim Joness Mexican pen pal,  Carlo,  is visiting the USA.  Listen to their conversation

and check (3)  the numbers of the correct pictures.

5. READ

Malaysia is one of the countries of the Association of South East Asian Nations

(ASEAN).  It is divided into two regions,  known as West Malaysia and East

Malaysia.  They are separated by about 640 km of the sea and together comprise

an area of 329,758 sq km. Malaysia enjoys tropical climate.  The Malaysian unit of

currency is the ringgit, consisting of 100 sen.  

The capital of Malaysia is Kuala Lumpur and it is also the largest city in the

country.  The population in 2001  was over 22 million.  Islam is the countrys 

official religion.  In addition,  there are other religions such as Buddhism and

Hinduism.  The national language is Bahasa Malaysia (also known simply as

Unit 1:  A visit from a pen pal 
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Malay).  English,  Chinese,  and Tamil are also widely spoken.  The language of

instruction for primary school children is Bahasa Malaysia,  Chinese,  or Tamil.

Bahasa Malaysia is the primary language of instruction in all secondary

schools,  although some students may continue learning in Chinese or Tamil.

And English is a compulsory second language.  

a)  Fill in the table with the right information about Malaysia.

MALAYSIA

b)  True or False? Check ( )  the boxes.  Then correct the false statements.  

T F

1 .  Malaysia is a member country of ASEAN. o o

2.  There are two religions in Malaysia. o o

3.  People speak only Malay in Malaysia. o o

4.  Primary school children learn three languages at school. o o

5.  All secondary school children learn in English. o o
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1 . Area:   .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .

2. Population:  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .

3 . Climate:  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .

4. Unit of currency:   .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .

5. Capital city:   .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .

6. Official religion:   .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .

7. National language:   .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .

8. Compulsory second language:   .  .  .

 .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .

Kuala Lumpur



6. WRITE

Imagine you are visiting your relatives or friends in another part of Viet Nam or in

a different country.  Write a letter to your family.  Follow the outline.

Outline

First paragraph: l say when you arrived and who met you at the bus /

train station / airport

Second paragraph: Talk about:

l what youve done

l places youve visited

l people youve met

l food youve tried

l things youve bought

Third paragraph:  l tell how you feel (happy / disappointed.. .)

l say what interests you most (people / places / activities...)

lmention when you return home

LANGUAGE FOCUS

l The past simple 

l The past simple with wish

1.  Work with a partner.  Ask and answer questions about what each person did

on the weekend.

Unit 1:  A visit from a pen pal 
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Name Activities Day / Time

Ba

Nga

Lan

Nam

Hoa

Movie -  Ghosts and Monsters

Concert -  Ha Noi singers

Camp - Y&Y (Youth and Young

Pioneer Associations)

Soccer match -  Dong Thap vs.  The Cong

Play -  Much Ado About Nothing

Saturday / 2 pm

Saturday / 8  pm

All weekend

Sunday / 4 pm

Sunday / 7  pm



2.  Lan and her friends are holding a farewell party for Maryam.  Write the things

they did to prepare for the party.  Use the pictures and the words in the box.  

buy a cake

make flowers

hang a picture of Ha Noi

go colorful lamps

paint shopping

3.  Work with a partner.  Write wishes you want to make in these situations.

Example:  a) 

a) You are not very tall.

b) Its so hot.  You want to be in the swimming pool.

c) You dont have a computer.

d) You live very far from school.

e) You dont have a sister.

f) You draw very badly.

g) You dont have your friends phone number.

h) You dont know many friends.

i) There arent any rivers and lakes in your hometown.

12
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1. GETTING STARTED

Look at the dress these people are wearing.  Decide where each person comes from.

2. LISTEN AND READ

For centuries,  poets,  writers and musicians have mentioned the ao dai in poems,

novels and songs.  The ao dai is the traditional dress of Vietnamese women.  It

consists of a long silk tunic that is slit on the sides and worn over loose pants.

Traditionally,  it was frequently worn by both men and women.  The design and 

material used for men were different from those used for women.  Nowadays,

women usually wear it,  especially on special occasions.  However,  many

Vietnamese women today often prefer to wear modern clothing at work,

because it is more convenient.
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Now fashion designers want to change the traditional ao dai.  Some have printed

lines of poetry on the ao dai,  so they look modern and very fashionable.  Other

designers have taken inspiration from Vietnams ethnic minorities.  They have

visited villages and studied traditional designs and symbols such as suns,  stars,

crosses,  and stripes.  They have added these patterns to the ao dai,  so Vietnamese

women can continue to wear the unique dress,  which is now both traditional and

fashionable.

Answer.  

a)  Complete the sentences.  Use the information from the passage.

1 . For a long time the ao dai has been the subject of ___________.

2. The ao dai is described as a ___________.

3. The majority of Vietnamese women prefer ___________.

4. Some designers have modernized the ao dai by printing _________.

5. Another alternative is to add __________.

b)  Answer the questions.

1 . Who used to wear the ao dai by tradition?

2. Why do the majority of Vietnamese women prefer to wear modern 

clothing at work these days?

3. What have fashion designers done to modernize the ao dai?

3. SPEAK

a)  Match the phrases to the pictures.

1 .  a colorful T-shirt         4.  a short-sleeved blouse    7.  baggy pants

2.  a plaid skirt             5 .  a sleeveless sweater         8.  faded jeans

3.  a plain suit                  6.  a striped shirt                   9.  blue shorts

a) a colorful T-shirt b) .  .               c)  

14



d) .               e)                  f)  ..

g) ..            h)  .     i)  .

b)  Work in small groups.  Write two more questions for the last section of this

survey about students wear.  Then interview members of another group.  The

words in section a)  may help you.

Casual clothes: What do you usually wear on the weekend?

Why do you wear these clothes?

Favorite clothes: What is your favorite type of clothing? Why?

School uniform: Is it comfortable?

What color is it?

Clothes for special occasions:

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .?

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .?

Unit 2:  Clothing
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c)  Now report the results of your survey.

4. LISTEN

You will hear a public announcement about a lost little girl called Mary.  Listen and

check (3)  the letter of the correct picture to show what Mary is wearing.

a)

A                                   B                                      C

b) 

A                                   B                                      C

c) 

A                                   B                                      C
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5.  READ

The word jeans

comes from a kind of

material that was

made in Europe.  The

material,  called jean,

was named after

sailors from Genoa in

Italy,  because they

wore clothes made

from it.  In the 1 8th

century j ean cloth

was made completely

from cotton and

workers at that time

loved wearing it because the material was very strong and it did not wear out

easily.  In the 1 960s,  many university and college students wore jeans.  Designers

made different styles of jeans to match the 1 960s fashions:  embroidered jeans,

painted jeans  and so on.  In the 1 970s more and more people started wearing

jeans because they became cheaper.  In the 1 980s jeans finally became high

fashion clothing,  when famous designers started making their own styles of

jeans,  with their own labels on them.  Sales of jeans went up and up.  But in the

1990s the worldwide economic situation got worse,  and the sale of jeans

stopped growing.  However,  jeans have never been out of fashion,  and today

young generation is still fond of wearing them.

a)  Fill in the missing dates and words.

1 .  . . . . . . . . . . . :  Workers liked to wear ...  because the material made from 

cotton was very strong and could hardly wear out.

2.  . . . . . . . . . . . :   A lot of university and college   wore jeans.

3 .  . . . . . . . . . . . :   Jeans became   so many, many people began wearing jeans.

4.  . . . . . . . . . . . :   Jeans became high .  clothing.       

5 .  . . . . . . . . . . . : The   of jeans stopped going up.

Unit 2:  Clothing
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b)  Answer.  Then write the answers in your exercise book.

1 .  Where does the word jeans come from?

2.  What were the 1 960s fashions?

3.  Why did more and more people begin wearing jeans in the 1 970s?

4.  When did jeans at last become high fashion clothing?

5.  Why did the sale of jeans stop growing?

6. WRITE 

This is how to present one side of an argument.  It is used to persuade readers

to believe or do something.  An argument should have:

a)   Read the topic and Outline A.  Then read the passage.  

I think it is necessary for secondary school students to wear uniforms when they

are at school.

Firstly, wearing uniforms encourages students to be proud of being students of their

school because they are wearing the uniforms with labels bearing their schools name.

18

Organization Language

Introduction
lets the reader know the writers

point of view

My opinion is 

I think 

Series of arguments

presents arguments in a logical

way (one in each paragraph),

gives examples where possible

Firstly,  

Secondly,  

Finally,

Conclusion sums up the argument
Therefore,  

In conclusion,  

Secondary school students should wear uniforms

Outline A

Wearing uniforms:

l encourages students to be proud of their school because 

the uniforms bear their schools name.

l helps students feel equal in many ways,  whether they are 

rich or poor.

l is  practical.  No need to think of what to wear every day.



Secondly,  wearing uniforms helps students feel equal in many ways,  whether

they are rich or poor.

Finally,  wearing uniforms is practical.  You dont have to think of what to wear

every day.

Therefore,  students in secondary schools should wear uniforms.

b)  Now write a paragraph of 100-150 words.  But this time you support the 

argument that secondary school students should wear casual clothes.  Outline B

may help you.

LANGUAGE  FOCUS

l The present perfect

l The passive (review)

1.  Work with a partner.  Read the dialogue.

Nga: Come and see my photo album.

Mi: Lovely!  Whos this girl?                                       

Nga: Ah!  Its Lan,  my old friend.

Mi: How long have you known her?

Nga: Ive known her for six years.

Mi: Have you seen her recently?

Nga: No, I havent seen her since 2003.  

She moved to Ho Chi Minh City with her family then.

Unit 2:  Clothing
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Secondary school students should wear casual clothes

Outline B

Wearing casual clothes:

l makes students  feel comfortable.

l gives students freedom of choice (sizes,  colors,  and 

fashions,  etc.).

l makes students feel self-confident when they are in 

their favorite clothes.

l makes school more colorful and lively.
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Now use the information in the table to make similar dialogues.  

a) Lan -  old friend six years 2003

b) Quang -  brothers friend seven months     January

c) Hoa -  new friend three weeks        Monday

2.  Work with a partner.  Imagine you and your partner are visiting Ho Chi Minh

City.  Ask and answer questions about the things you have done.  Use the

present perfect tense of the verbs in the box.

do           visit             see          go           eat

Sights                       Food

Giac Lam Pagoda                 3 Vietnamese

Reunification Palace                                   vegetarian

Zoo and Botanical Gardens                   Chinese        3

Dam Sen Amusement Park                          French 3

3.  Work with a partner.  Ask and answer questions about each of the items in 

the box.

comic             computer                supermarket

volleyball                Singapore                  movies

elephant Hue durian



4.   Read the first sentence and then complete the second sentence with the same

meaning.  Use the passive form.

Example:  They sell jeans all over the world.  

Jeans are sold all over the world.

a) They made jean cloth completely from cotton in the 1 8th century.

Jean cloth .

b)  They grow rice in tropical countries.

Rice ..

c) They will produce five million bottles of champagne in France next year.

Five million bottles of champagne .

d) They have just introduced a new style of jeans in the USA.

A new style of jeans .

e) They have built two department stores this year.

Two department stores 

5.  Change the sentences from the active into the passive.

Example:  You must do this exercise carefully.

This exercise must be done carefully.

a) We can solve the problem.

b) People should stop experiments on animals.

c) We might find life on another planet.

d) We have to improve all the schools in the city.

e) They are going to build a new bridge in the area.

Unit 2:  Clothing
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1. GETTING STARTED

Work with a partner.  Look at the pictures and take turns to talk about activities

in the countryside.

Example:        A man is plowing with his buffalo.

2. LISTEN AND READ

On Sunday,  Ba invited Liz to join his family on a day trip to his home village

about 60 kilometers to the north of Ha Noi.  The village lies near the foot of a

mountain and by a river.  Many people go there on weekends to have a rest after

a hard working week.
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The journey to the village is very interesting.  People have the chance to travel

between the green paddy fields and cross a small bamboo forest before they

reach a big old banyan tree at the entrance to the village.  

Liz met Bas family at his house early in the morning;  and after two hours 

traveling by bus,  they reached the big old tree.  Everyone felt tired and hungry,

so they sat down under the tree and had a snack.

After the meal,  they started to walk into the village for about thirty minutes to

visit Bas uncle.  Then,  they walked up the mountain to visit the shrine of a

Vietnamese hero and enjoyed the fresh air there.  In the afternoon,  they went

boating in the river and had a picnic on the river bank before going home late

in the evening.   It was an enjoyable day.   Liz took a lot of photos to show the

trip to her parents.

I wish I could visit your village again some day, Liz told Ba.

Youll always be welcome here,  Liz, Ba replied.

a)   True or false? Check (3)  the boxes.  Then correct the false sentences.

T       F

1 .  Ba and his family had a two-day trip to their home village.

Ba and his family had a day trip to their home village.

2.  Many people like going there for their weekends.   o o

3. There is a small bamboo forest at the entrance to the village. o o

4. Liz had a snack at the house of Bas uncle. o o
5. There is a shrine on the mountain near Bas village. o o
6. Everyone had a picnic on the mountain. o o
7. Everyone left the village late in the evening. o o
8. Liz had a videotape to show the trip to her parents. o o
9. Liz wants to go there again. o o

b)   Answer.

1 .   Where is Bas village? 

2.   How did Ba and his family get to the village?  

3 .   Where is the banyan tree? 

4.   What did they see on the mountain?

5.   Where did they have their picnic?

6.   What did Liz do to show the trip to her parents?

7.   What does Liz wish?

Unit 3:  A trip to the countryside
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to the south of the city.

30 kilometers from the city.

by bus.

1  hour.

plant rice and vegetables.

a river flowing across the village.

to the west of the city.

1 5  kilometers from the city.

by motorbike.

50 minutes.

plant rice and raise cattle.

no rivers,  but there is a big lake.
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3. SPEAK

a) Work with a partner.  Read the questions.  Then play the role of A  and B,

ask and answer about your partners home village using the information in

the boxes.

1 . Where is your home village?

2. How far is it from the city?

3. How can you get there?

4. How long does it take to get there?

5. What do people do for a living in your village?

6. Does your village have a river?

A B

A

B

b)   Now ask and answer about your real home village.  If you do not have a home

village,  make up information similar to those in box A or B.



4. LISTEN

Look at the map.  Then listen to the trip to Bas village.  Match the places on the

bus route with the letters on the map.  Start at 

1 .  airport

2.  gas station

3.  pond

4.  highway No.  1

5.  banyan tree

6.  store

7.  bamboo forest

8.  Dragon Bridge

9.  parking lot

5. READ

Van, a student from Ho Chi Minh City,  is an exchange student in the USA.   He

is now living with the Parker family on a farm 1 00 kilometers outside

Columbus,  Ohio.  He will stay there till the beginning of October.

Mr.  Parker grows maize on his farm, while Mrs.  Parker works part-time at a

grocery store in a nearby town.   They have two children.  Peter is the same age

as Van,  and Sam is still in primary school.

Since Van arrived,  he has been learning a lot about life on a farm.  In the

afternoon,  as  soon as he completes his  homework,  he feeds the chickens and

collects their eggs.  On weekends,  if Mr.  Parker is  busy,  the three boys help

him on the farm.

On Saturday afternoons,  Peter plays baseball.  The Parker family and Van eat

hamburgers or hot dogs while they watch Peter play.  The Parkers are nice so

Van feels like a member of their family.

Unit 3:  A trip to the countryside
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a)  Match the words in column A with the words or groups of words in column B

having the same meaning.

A B

maize               bring things together

feed where people buy food and small things

grocery store give food to eat

part-time corn

collect shorter or less than standard time

b)  Complete the summary.  Use information from the passage.

A Vietnamese boy named Van is living with the Parker family in the American

state of (1 )__________.  Mr.  Parker is a (2)_____________ and Mrs.  Parker

(3)____________ in a nearby town.  They have two children,  (4)____________

and (5)____________.  Van often does chores (6)_______ school.  Sometimes,

he also helps on the (7)____________.  The family relaxes on Saturday 

afternoons and (8)____________ Peter play (9)____________.  Van likes the

Parkers,  and he enjoys being a (1 0) ________ of their family.  

6. WRITE 

Look at the pictures and the information given.  Then write a passage entitled

A Country Picnic.  Start like this:

It was a beautiful day . . .  

beautiful day / my friends and I / go / picnic.

take / bus / countryside / walk / 20 minutes /

picnic site / river.
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put down / blankets / lay out / food.

After meal / play / games / What song is it? /

blind mans buff.

Late / afternoon / go fishing.

we / enjoy / picnic.

when / look at / time / it / nearly 6.30 pm /

hurriedly gather / things / run / bus stop.

we / lucky / catch / last bus / and / we / arrive /

home / very late / evening.
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LANGUAGE  FOCUS

l Modal could with wish

l The past simple with wish (review)

l Prepositions of time

l Adverb clauses of result

1.  What do these people wish? Write the sentences.

a) Ba / can have / new bicycle

Ba wishes he could have a new bicycle.

b) Hoa / can visit / parents

c) I / pass / exam
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d) We / it / not rain

e) He / can fly

f) They / stay / Hue

Unit 3:  A trip to the countryside
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Monday, September 20

Depart:  Ha Noi / 2 pm

Arrive:  Singapore / 6.30 pm

Tuesday, September 21

MEETING

Raffles Center / 11  am - l pm

LUNCH

Lion City Restaurant / 1 .30 -  2 pm

Wednesday, September 22

MEETING

Raya Palace / 2.1 5  -  7  pm

DINNER

Little India Restaurant / 7.30 -  1 0 pm

Thursday, September 23 

Depart:  Singapore / 9 am

Arrive:  Ha Noi / 11 .30 am
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2.  Work with a partner.

Look at Mr.  Thanhs itinerary for his business trip to Singapore.  Complete the

sentences.  Use the prepositions in the box.

Itinerary for Le Huy Thanh

at        till          on  after       up to        between

a)  Mr.  Thanh leaves Ha Noi at 2 pm.

b) He arrives in Singapore ___ Monday evening.

c) On Tuesday morning,  there is a meeting ___ 11  am and 1  pm.

d) On Wednesday,  Mr.  Thanh has appointments ___ 1 0 pm.

e) He returns to the hotel ___ 1 0 pm.

f)  He will be in Singapore from Monday ___ Thursday.

3.  Complete the sentences with on, at, in, for.

a) Goodbye!  See you ___ Monday.

b) The bus collected us ___ 5  oclock early ___ the morning.

c) We usually go to our home village at least once ___ the summer.

d) We walked ___ half an hour to reach the waterfall.



e) They planned to have the trip ___ June.

f) She loves to watch the stars ___ night.

4.  Match the half-sentences.  Then write the full sentences in your exercise book.

1 .  Hoa worked hard,  . . .  a) so I turned on the air conditioner.

2.  It was hot,  . . . b) so she didnt have time for breakfast.

3 .  Nga is sick today,  . . . c) so Mrs. Robinson took it back to the shop.

4.  Na woke up late,  . . . d) so she wont go to school.

5.  The new camera didnt work,  . . .  e)  so she passed her exam.

Example:

1  - e)   Hoa worked hard,  so she passed her exam.
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1. GETTING STARTED

How do you learn English? Check (3)  things you do from the list.  Add

more things you do or you want to do.  Then work with a partner and 

compare your list.

1 . Do the homework.

2. Do more grammar exercises in grammar books.

3 . Read short stories or newspapers in English.

4. Write English as much as possible.

5. Learn by heart all the new words and texts.

6. Speak English with friends.

7. Use a dictionary for reading.

8. Practice listening to English tapes or English programs on the radio.

9. Watch English TV programs.

10. Learn to sing English songs.  

2. LISTEN AND READ

Paola: Hey, Lan!  Have you finished your exam?

Lan: Yes   ,  I have.

Paola: Were the questions difficult?

Lan: Well,  they were quite hard.

Paola: Did you pass?

Lan: Im not sure.  The examiner didnt tell me.  

Paola: What questions did she ask you?

Lan:  First she asked me what my name was,  and where I came from.

Paola: They were easy for you,  werent they?

Lan:    Then she asked me why I was learning English,    and if I spoke

any other languages.

Paola:  Go on.

Lan:   Then she asked me how I learned English in my country.    

  And she asked how I would use English in the future.

Paola: What else did she ask you?

Lan: Oh, Paola!  Let me try to remember!    Ah, she asked me what

aspect of learning English I found most difficult.

Paola: Is that all,  Lan?
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Lan: Oh.  There were a lot of 

other questions.  She also 

asked me to read a passage.

Paola:  What did she say in the end?

Lan: Im trying to remember  

Oh, yes!  Exactly she said  

If you want to attend the 

course,  you must  pass  the 

written examination.

Good luck!

Paola:  Its terrible,  Lan.  I dont 

think I will be able to pass the exams.

Lan:    Dont worry,  Paola.  Everything will be all right.

a)  Practice the dialogue with a partner.

b)  Answer.  What exactly did the examiner ask Lan? Look at the list of questions

and check (3)  the boxes.

ROYAL ENGLISH COLLEGE
Examination in English as a foreign language

Stage One: Oral Examination

(This list must not be shown to the candidates. )

1 . What is your name? o
2. Where do you come from? o
3. Where do you live? o
4. Do you live with your parents? o
5. When did you begin studying English? o
6. Why are you learning English? o
7. Do you speak any other languages? o
8. How did you learn English in your country? o
9.  How will you use English in the future? o
10. What aspect of learning English do you find most difficult? o
11 . What are you going to learn? o
12. What are your hobbies? o
1 3. Look at this picture.  Describe it. o
14. Read this passage. o

Unit 4:  Learning a foreign language
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3. SPEAK

Work in groups.  You are Thu,  Tam and Kim,  and you are awarded a scholarship

of US$2,000 to attend an English language summer course abroad.  Try to persuade

your partner to attend the school you would like to go to.  The expressions in the

box may help you.

I think  .                          Why dont we ?

What do you think ?        If we go to  , we can  .

I agree/ disagree because   .  We should   .

I dont understand.                        Lets   .

Example:
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Thu Tam Kim

The Brighton Language

Center - UK

l live in a dormitory on

campus

l school has excellent

reputation

l six weeks

approximately

US$2,000

Seattle School of English

- USA

l stay with Vietnamese

friends

l experience Western 

culture

l seven weeks

approximately

US$1,700

Brisbane Institute of

English - Australia

l stay with an Australian

family

l quite close to Viet Nam

l beautiful scenery

l seven weeks

approximately

US$1,200



4. LISTEN

Nga is talking to Kate about her studying English.  Listen to their conversation.

Check (3)  the boxes and correct the false sentences.

True  False

a) Ngas studying English for her work.                           

b)  She learned English at school and university.      o o

c) She works for a national bank in Ha Noi. o o

d) She needs to improve her writing. o o

e) Her listening is excellent. o o

f) She hopes she can talk to people from all over the o o
world,  and understand her favorite English songs.

Unit 4:  Learning a foreign language
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5. READ

a)  Note down information about the English classes from the advertisements.

b)  Read the notes Mr.  Lam made.  Then look at the advertisements and choose a

suitable language school for him.  Give reasons for your choice.

Why not learn to speak a foreign 
language with  others?
We have well-qualified teachers
Classes in  the morning,  afternoon and
evening
Courses begin  first week of November
Phone 8278787 for more information

If you w
ant to im

prove yo
ur

English,  w
e can help

 you.

Our teache
rs offer 

afternoon
,

evening a
nd weekend cl

asses for

those new
 to Englis

h.

Come and se
e us at t

he New

English In
stitute tod

ay.

We are at 1
08 Trang 

Thi Stree
t.

G/F, 12 Nam Trang  StreetStudy Engl ish,  French  or Chinese inthe morning  & evening

Courses start on  3rd  November

English  class  
- ear ly  evening
- intermediate  level
- s tarting late  October  / 
ear ly  November
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School

Class time 

(morning/afternoon/

evening. . . )

Language Level (begin-

ner/intermediate/

advanced)

Time to start

Academy of Language

Foreign  Language Council

New English Institute



6. WRITE

A letter of inquiry is a request for information or action.  

a)  Read this letter.

b) Read the advertisements in  5.  READ again.  Choose one of the schools 

you want to attend to improve your English.  Write a letter of inquiry to  the

institution requesting for more information about the courses and fees.

Follow the outline below.  

Outline

Introduction: Say how you come to know about the Institution 

(advertisement on newspaper / watch on TV);  

express your interest (want to know more 

information).

Request: State how good your English is;  exactly what kind 

of information you want.

Further information: Say you are ready to supply more information 

about your English / study (record of study) if 

necessary.

Conclusion: End with a polite closing.

Unit 4:  Learning a foreign language
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25 Le Duan  St.,  District 1
Ho Chi  Minh  City,  Viet Nam
April  17th,  2003

Dear Sir,
I  saw your school ' s advertisement in  today' s edi-
tion  of the Viet Nam News.  
I  am  interested  in  learning  Vietnamese and  I  would
l ike some information  about your school .
I  speak a  l ittle Vietnamese,  but I  want to learn  to
read  and  write it.  Could  you  please send  details of
courses and  fees? I  can  complete a  spoken
Vietnamese test if necessary.
I  look forward  to hearing  from you.
Yours faithful ly,

John  Robinson



LANGUAGE  FOCUS

l Modal verbs with if

l Direct and reported speech:

- here and now words in reported speech

- reported questions

1.  Complete the sentences.  Use the modal verbs in brackets and the information

in the box.

stay / bed               do / homework    do / exercise

go / university          study hard              miss / train

a) Lan: My grades are terrible.

Mrs. Quyen: If you want to get good grades,  you must study hard.

(must)

b) Hoa: Id like to be a doctor.

Aunt Thanh: You have to go to university if you want to study 

medicine.                                      (have to)

c) Ba: Oh, no!  I weigh 60 kilos!

Nga: If you want to lose weight,   .          (should)

d) Tuan: Where is Ba? Hes very late.

Mrs. Thoa: If he doesnt come soon,       (might)

e) Mr. Ha: I feel sick.

Mrs. Nga: If you want to get well,..        (ought to)

f) Na: Id like to go to the movies,  Mom.

Mrs. Kim:  if you want to go out.   (must)

2.  Complete the table.

Direct speech              Reported speech     Direct speech   Reported speech

present simple tense past simple tense this that

these

present progressive tense here

future simple tense now then

can/may today

must tomorrow the following day
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3.  Lans father held a party to celebrate his mothers birthday.  Unfortunately,

Mrs.  Thu,  her grandmother,   has a hearing problem and she couldnt hear

what people were saying.  After the party,  Lan reported everything to her

grandmother.

Example:  Im happy to see you.           (Aunt  Xuan)

Aunt Xuan said she was happy to see you.

a) This birthday cake is delicious.               (Uncle Hung)

b) I love these roses.                                    (Miss Nga)

c) Im having a wonderful time here.          (Cousin Mai)

d) I will go to Hue tomorrow.                      (Mr.  Chi)

e) I may have a new job.                             (Mrs.  Hoa)

f) I must leave now.                                   (Mr.  Quang)

4.  This morning Nga had an interview for a summer job.  When she arrived

home,  she told her mother about the interview.  

Example:    

Do you like pop music?

She asked me if I liked pop music.

or   She asked me whether I liked pop music.

Where do you live?

She asked me where I lived.

a) How old are you?

b) Is your school near here?                          

c)  What is the name of your school?

d) Do you go to school by bicycle?                 

e)  Which grade are you in?

f) Can you use a computer?

g) Why do you want this job?

h) When does your school vacation start?

Unit 4:  Learning a foreign language
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1. GETTING STARTED

Work with a partner.  Ask and answer questions about your favorite activities

and how much time you spend on each activity.

watching TV reading listening to       reading using the

newspapers      the radio magazines Internet

Example:

A:  Which of these is your favorite activity in your free time?

B:  Watching TV.

A:  How many hours a week do you spend watching TV?

B:  About 4 or 5 hours,  I guess.

2. LISTEN AND READ

The Media

A Before newspapers were invented,

town criers would go through city

streets ringing a bell.  They shouted

the latest news as they were walking.
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B In Viet Nam people love reading

newspapers and magazines.  

The Kien Thuc Ngay Nay is one

of the most popular magazines

and is widely read by both

teenagers and adults.   

C Thanks to television people can

get the latest information and

enjoy interesting programs in

an inexpensive and convenient

way.  Nowadays,  viewers can

watch a variety of local and

international programs on 

different channels.

D The next stage in the 

development of television is 

interactive TV.  Viewers are able to ask

questions about the show by using their

remote controls.  

a)  Complete the table with the passage

letters in which these facts or events are

mentioned.
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Facts & Events Passage Letter

1 .  Remote controls are used to interact with TV. D

2.  One of the most popular magazines

3.  People of different ages like this magazine.

4.  Benefits of TV 

5.  People got the news from town criers.

6.  Interactive TV is available now.



b)  Answer the questions.

1 . What was a town crier?

2. How popular is the Kien Thuc Ngay Nay?

3. What benefits does TV bring about to peoples life?

4. What kinds of magazines and newspapers do you read?

5. Whats your favorite type of media? Why?

3. SPEAK 

Work with a partner.  Read the dialogue.

Lien:  You like watching sports,  dont you,  Trung?

Trung: Not really.  Some sports are so violent,  and I dont like watching 

them.  I prefer documentaries.

Lien:  Im the opposite.  I love watching sports,  and documentaries 

seem quite boring to me.

Trung: But you watch the news,  dont you?

Lien:  Yes,  every day.  Its very informative.

Trung:  I enjoy it too.  You dont like foreign films,  do you?

Lien: No, I dont.

Now make similar dialogues.  Talk about the programs you like and dislike.
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DAILY TELEvISION GuIDE

Thursday, Oct 16

VTV1 VTV2 VTV3

8.30  Folk Music 9.1 5  Documentary:

Dien Bien Phu

6.00 Football:  Newcastle 

vs.  Southampton

10.00 Cartoon:  Tom & 

Jerry

13.00 Learning English 

through Songs

11 .30 Childrens Corner

18.1 5  Literature &  Art 14.00 Health for 

Everyone

15.1 5  Film:  Being a 

Mother (Viet Nam)

19.00 News 15.30 Gardening:  How 

to Plant Pear Trees
21 .00 Songs I Love

20.00 Safe Traffic News 21 .30 Wildlife World 22.00 Sports:  English 

Badminton

21 .30 Drama:  Love and 

Life

22.1 5  Weather Forecast 23.30 English News



4. LISTEN

Listen to a conversation between Chau and her father.  Fill in the table with the

information you hear.

5.  READ 

Read the forum on the Internet

The Internet posted by Jimhello on Tuesday,  10 December 2002,  at 9. 07 pm.

The Internet has increasingly developed

and become part of our everyday life.

Do you find the Internet useful? What

do you use the Internet for? How much

time do you spend surfing the web a

day? Please respond to these questions.

FORUM

Response  # 1Re:  The Internet 

Posted by Sandra Morgan

In my opinion,  the Internet is a very fast

and convenient way for me to get 

information.  I can also communicate

with my friends and relatives by means

of e-mail or chatting.  However,  I dont

use the Internet very often because I

dont have much time.  For me,  the

Internet is a wonderful invention of

modern life.  It makes our world a 

small village.

Unit 5:  The media
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When? What happened?

7th or 8th century The first printed newspaper appeared in China.

(a) The telegraph was invented.

early 20th century Two new forms of news media appeared:  (b)

(c) Television became popular.

mid- and late 1 990s (d) became a major force in journalism.



Response # 2  Re:  The Internet 

Posted by Honghoa  

Nobody can deny the benefits of the Internet in our life.  However,  it is a pity for

me as well as for most of my friends in the countryside.  The Internet is 

available only in cities,  therefore I cannot easily get access to it.  I sometimes

visit my uncle in the city on weekends,  and this is a good occasion for me to

explore the net.  I spend most of the time wandering because I just dont know

which website is useful for me.  

Response # 3  Re:  The Internet

Posted by Huansui

People use the Internet for many purposes:  education,  communication,  

entertainment and commerce.  However,  the Internet has limitations.  It is not

only time-consuming and costly but also dangerous because of viruses and bad

programs.  Moreover,  Internet users sometimes have to suffer various risks such

as spam or electronic junk mail, and personal information leaking.  So,  while

enjoying surfing,  be alert!

Answer.

1 .  What does Sandra use the Internet for?

2.  Why is it difficult for Honghoa to get access to the Internet?

3.  According to Huansui,  why do people use the Internet?

4.  Make a list of benefits of the Internet according to the three responses.

5.  Are there any disadvantages of the Internet? If so,  what are they?

6.  Do you agree or disagree with the responses? 

7.  What is your response to this forum?

6. WRITE

Read the forum on the Internet in the reading text again (5.  Read).  Write a 

passage about the benefits of the Internet.  You can use the following cues.

- The Internet as a source of information (news, articles, weather forecast, etc.)

- The Internet as a source of entertainment (music,  movies,  games,  etc.)

- The Internet as  a means of education (on-line schools,  on-line lessons,
self-study,  etc.)
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LANGUAGE  FOCUS

l Tag questions

l Gerunds after some verbs

1.  Complete the dialogues with the correct tag.

a) Jim: You have read this article on the website,  havent you?

Lina: Not yet.

b) Minh: Baird produced the first TV picture in 1 926,  . . .?

Thao: Yes,  he did.

c) Thu: A daily newspaper was published in Germany in 1 550,  . . .?

Tri: No, it wasnt.  It was in 1 650.

d) Ha: You dont like playing computer games,  . . .?

Thanh: Yes,  I do.  But I dont have much time for it.

e) Mai: We are going to have cable TV soon,  . . .?

Thang: Yes,  I think so.

2.  Work with a partner.  Look at the table.  Ask and answer questions about 

television programs these people like and dislike.  Use tag questions.  

Key:  3 = like 8 = do not like

Example:

a)  A:  Tuan likes news,  doesnt he? 

B:  Yes,  he does.

b) A:  Mai and Anh dont like news,  do they?

B:  No,  they dont.

Unit 5:  The media
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Programs Tuan Hanh Mai Anh

1 News 3 3 8 8

2 Movies 8 8 3 3

3 Music 8 3 8 8

4 Sports 3 8 8 3

5 Quizzes 8 3 8 3

6 Games 8 8 3 8

7 English Lessons 3 8 8 8

8 Cartoons 8 3 3 8



3.  Work with a partner.  Ask and answer questions about each item in the box.

soccer                   fishing                 movies

detective stories      candy                   music

4.  Use the words in the three boxes to write true sentences about your parents,

siblings,  relatives,  friends and yourself.

Example:

My father likes watching sports but my mother doesnt.  She loves listening

to music.
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like

love

enjoy 

dislike

hate

watch

listen 

play

write

read

games

music

articles

letters

advertisements

sports



1. GETTING STARTED

Match these environmental problems to the pictures.

garbage dump air pollution water pollution

deforestation dynamite fishing spraying pesticides

2. LISTEN AND READ 

Mr.  Brown is talking to some volunteer conservationists.

I want everyone to listen carefully,  please.  First of all,  Id like you to divide

into three groups.  Each group should take five plastic bags.  Once you have
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filled a bag,  come back to me as you will need another.  I need group one to walk

along the shore.  Group two should check the sand,  and group three has to check

among the rocks.  Mr.  Jones is going to collect all the bags and take them to the

garbage dump.  Mrs.  Smith has kindly provided a picnic lunch for us,  but we

wont eat until the whole area is clean.  If you cant find your place,  I will help

you get there with this map.  Dont worry.    uh   Im disappointed that 

people have spoiled this area.  However,  we are here to do something about this

pollution.  We must all work very hard.  And, if we work hard,  we ll make this

beach a clean and beautiful place again.  OK.  Now, lets get started.

a)   Match the names in column A with the tasks in column B.  Then write the

full sentences.

A B

1 .   Group 1 a) collect all the bags and take them to the garbage dump.

2.   Group 2 b) check among the rocks.

3 .   Group 3 c) provide a picnic lunch for everyone.

4.   Mr.  Jones d) give out the bags.

5.   Mrs.  Smith e) check the sand.

6.   Mr.  Brown f) walk along the shore.

b)  Answer.

1 .  Who is the speaker?

2.  Who are the listeners?

3.  Where are they?

4.  What are they going to do?

5.  What will they achieve if they work hard today?

6.  Have you ever done anything similar? If yes,  what did you do?  Where did 

you do it?

7.  If the pollution continues,  what might happen?
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3. SPEAK

a)  Try to persuade your partner to do the following things to protect the 

environment.  Use the expressions and the idea cues given.  Follow the example.

Example:

A: I think it would be better if we use banana leaves instead of paper or plastic 

bags to wrap food.

B: Why? How come?

A:  Because plastic bags are very hard to dissolve,  they will cause pollution.  And 

if we use less paper,  we can save trees in the forests.  Thats how we can save 

the environment.

b)  Find possible answers to the questionnaire.  You can use the ideas in section a).

Questionnaire

Protecting the environment
How can we . . .

l save paper?            l prevent littering?

l use fewer plastic bags? l  reduce air pollution?

l reduce water pollution? l reduce the amount of garbage 

we produce?

Unit 6:  The environment
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I think you should . . . .

Wont you . . .  ?

It would be better if you . . . .

Why dont you ?

Why not ?

What / How about ?

- Use banana leaves to wrap food.  (plastic bags are very hard to dissolve / save 
paper)

- Reuse and recycle bottles and cans.  (reduce garbage / save natural resources)

- Not throw trash onto the water.  (keep the water clean / polluted water can 
directly do harm to peoples health and kill fish)

- Go to school or go to work by bike.  (save energy / keep the air cleaner)

- Put garbage bins around the schoolyard.  (prevent lazy students from throwing 
trash / keep the schoolyard clean)

- Use public buses instead of motorbikes.  (avoid traffic jams / reduce exhaust
fume / save energy)
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c)  Now discuss with a partner the best way to protect the environment.  Take

turns to try and persuade your partner into doing things you think the most

practical.  Use the ideas and the expressions for persuading in section a)  and

the answers to the questionnaire in b) .

Example:

4. LISTEN

Listen to the report on how our oceans are polluted.  Then complete the notes.

How the ocean is pol luted

Firstly:  raw sewage is pumped directly into the sea .

Secondly: ____________ dropped into the sea.

Thirdly: oil  spil ls__________________________.

Next: ________________________________________.

Final ly: ________________________________________.



5. READ 

Read this poem about the environment.

MuMMY, OH MuMMY

Mummy, oh Mummy, whats going to happen

If all the pollution goes on?

Well the world will end up like a second-hand junk-yard,

With all of its treasures quite gone.

5 The fields will be littered with plastics and tins,

The streams will be covered with foam.

Now throw those soda bottles over the hedge,

Save us from taking them home.

But Mummy, oh Mummy, if I throw the bottles,

1 0 Wont that be polluting the woods?

Nonsense!  That isnt the same thing at all,

You just keep quiet and be good.

If youre going to start getting silly ideas,

I ll take you home right away.

1 5 Because pollution is something that other folk do,

Were just enjoying our day.

a)  Match each word in A to an appropriate explanation in B.

A B

1 .   junk-yard a)  a row of things forming a fence

2.   end up b)  people

3.   treasure c)  a piece of land full of rubbish

4.   foam d)  a flow of water

5.   stream e)  mass of bubbles of air or gas

6.   hedge f)  valuable or precious things

7.   folk g)  reach a state of

b)  Answer.  Then write the answers in your exercise book.

1 .  According to the mother,  what will happen if the pollution goes on?

2.  Who does the mother think pollute the environment?

3.  What will happen to the boy if he keeps on asking his mother such questions?

4.  Do you think the boys question (lines 9-1 0) is silly? Why (not)?

5.  What does the poet want us to learn about keeping the environment unpolluted?

6.  What could you do in your school / house to minimize pollution?

Unit 6:  The environment
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6. WRITE

A complaint letter has five sections

Situation states the reason for writing

Complication mentions the problem

Resolution makes a suggestion

Action talks about future action

Politeness ends the letter politely

a)  Mr.  Nhat wrote a complaint letter to the director of L&P Company in 

Ho Chi Minh City.  The five sections of the letter are not in the right order.   Label

each section with the appropriate letter:  S,  C,  R,  A,  or P.
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26 Tran Phu Street
Ha Noi
October  9,  2003

The Director
L&P Transport Company
431  Le Loi Boulevard
HCMC

Dear  Sir/Madam,

I would suggest that your  company should tell your  drivers
to  clear  up all the trash on the ground before leaving.

I am writing to  you about the short stop of your  trucks
around my house on their  way to  the north.

I look  forward to  hearing from you and seeing good
response from your  company.

When the trucks  of your  company have a short break on the
streets  around my house,  the drivers  have left lots  of
garbage on the ground after  their  refreshment.   When the
trucks  leave the place,  the ground is  covered with trash and
a few minutes  later  there is  smell and flies .

Yours  faithfully,
Tran Vu Nhat



b)  These days,  many people begin  to  catch  fish  in  the lake behind your

house.  What makes you worried most is  they use electricity to  catch  fish.  

A  lot of small fish  died and floated on  the water surface.  Other animals

such as  frogs,  toads,  and even  birds also  died from electric shock waves.

You think that local authorities should prohibit and fine heavily anyone catching

fish  in  this  way.

Now, write a letter to the head of the local authorities to complain about the way

of catching fish in the lake behind your house.  Following S C R A P format.

Begin with:

Dear  Mr.  President,  

I  am  wr iting  to  you  ab out th e  pr ob lem  of fis h  catch ing  in  the  lak e  b eh ind my
hous e . . .

LANGUAGE  FOCUS

l Adjectives and adverbs

l Adverb clauses of reason (as,  because,  since)

l Adjective + that clause 

l Conditional sentences:  type 1

1.  Change the adjectives into adverbs.  Then use the adverbs to complete the 

sentences.

Adjective Adverb

extreme extremely

good

happy

sad

slow

Unit 6:  The environment
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a) Hoa was extremely pleased that she got an A for her assignment.

b) The old man walked ___ to the park.

c)  Tuan sighed ___ when he heard that he failed the test.

d) The baby laughed ___ as she played with her toys.

e) Mrs.  Nga speaks English quite ___.

2.  Join the pairs of sentences together.  Use because, as or since.

Example:

a)   Ba is tired because / as / since he stayed up late watching TV.

a)  b)

Im tired.  I stayed up I have a broken leg.  I fell over

late watching TV.  while I was playing basketball.

c)         d)  

Im going to be late for               I  broke the cup.

school.  The bus is late.  I was careless.          
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e)    f)

I want to go home. Im hungry.   

I feel sick. I havent eaten all day.

3.  Complete the dialogues.  Use the words in brackets.

a) Ba: Dad!  I got mark 9 on my test!

Mr. Ha: Thats wonderful.  Im __________.  (pleased/work hard)

Thats wonderful.  Im pleased that you are working hard.  

b) Mrs. Quyen: When are you going on vacation with your family,  Sally?

Mrs. Robinson: Tomorrow.  Im __________. (excited/go/Da Lat)

c) Lan: Im _____________. (sorry/break bicycle)

Tien: Dont worry.  I can fix it.

d)  Liz: I forgot to tell you I was going to Lans place.

Mr. Robinson: Im __________.  (disappointed/not phone)

e) Miss Lien: Congratulations!

Nga: Thanks.   Im __________.  (amazed/win first prize)

Unit 6:  The environment
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4.  Match each half-sentence in column A with a suitable one in column B.

Example:  1 - e

A B

1 .   If we pollute the water,   a)  there will be big floods 

every year.

2.   If you cut down the trees in the         b)   a lot of sea creatures will be 

forests,   well preserved.

3 .   If there is too much exhaust fume c)  more and more people will 

in the air,   cope with respiratory problems.

4.   If you can keep your neighborhood d)  you will have an ideal place  

clean,    to live.

5.   If people stop using dynamite e)  we will have no fresh water 

for fishing,   to use.

5.  Complete the sentences.

Example:   a) If the rice paddies are polluted,  the rice plants will die.

a) If the rice paddies are polluted,  . . .  (rice plants / die)

b) If we go on littering,  . . .  (environment / become / seriously polluted)

c) If we plant more trees along the streets,  . . .  (we / have / more shade and 

fresh air)

d) If we use much pesticide on vegetables,  . . .  (the vegetables / become / 

poisonous and inedible)

e) If we keep our environment clean,  . . .  (we / live / happier and healthier life)
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1. GETTING STARTED

Look at the pictures.  Work with a partner to make a list of things the family

could do to save energy.

2. LISTEN AND READ 

Mrs.  Mi is talking with her neighbor,  Mrs.  Ha.

Mrs. Mi: Whats the matter,  Mrs.  Ha?

Mrs. Ha: Im worried about my most recent water bill.  Its enormous.

Mrs. Mi: Let me see.  200,000 dong!  You should reduce the amount of 

water your family uses.

Mrs. Ha: How do I do that?

Mrs. Mi: First of all,  get a plumber to make sure there are no cracks in 

the pipes.

Mrs. Ha: I ll do that.

Mrs. Mi: Baths use twice as much water as showers,  so I suggest taking 

showers.  And remember to turn off the faucets.  A dripping 

faucet can waste 500 liters of water a month.

Mrs. Ha: I see.  Thank you.
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a)  Practice the dialogue with a partner.  

b)  True or False? Check (3)  the boxes.  Then correct the false statements.

T F

1 .  Mrs.  Ha is worried about her water bill. o o

2.  Mrs.  Mi gives Mrs.  Ha advice on how to save water. o o

3.  Mrs.  Ha has checked the pipes in her house and found no cracks.o o

4. Mrs.  Ha suggests getting some tool to check cracks in the pipes. o o

5.  Mrs.  Mi suggests taking showers to save water. o o

3. SPEAK

a)  Look at the expressions in the tables and pictures.  Make suggestions about

how to save energy.

Example:

A.  I think we should turn off the faucet.

I suggest fixing the faucet.
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Suggestion

I suggest + V-ing . . .

I think we should . . .

Shall we . . .?

Why dont we . . .?

How about + V-ing . . .?

What about + V-ing . . .?

Lets . . .

Response

OK.

Thats a good idea.

All right.

No.  I dont want to.

I prefer to . . .

Lets . . .

3



b)  Work in a group of four.  Work out an action plan to save energy for your

class.  The expressions and ideas in section a)  may help you.

Example:

A:  I think we should take a shower instead of a bath to save energy.

B:  Thats a good idea.

C:  How about making posters on energy saving and hanging them around 

our school?

D:  Great! Lets do that.

Unit 7:  Saving energy
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4. LISTEN

a)  Listen to the news on solar energy and decide whether the statements are true

or false.  Check (3)  the boxes and correct the false statements.

T F

1 .  Solar energy can be cheap and clean. o o
2.  Most of our electricity now comes from nuclear power. o o
3.  The solar energy that gets to the Earth cannot provide o o
enough power for the worlds population.

4.  Solar energy can be used on cloudy days. o o
5.  All buildings in Sweden will be heated by solar energy in 2050. o o
b)  Listen again and fill in each blank with one word you hear.

1 .  The sun can be an _______________ source of power.  

2.  Solar energy doesnt cause _______________.  

3 .  A lot of _______________ in the world are already using solar energy.  

4.  It is possible to _______________ solar energy for a number of days.  

5.  Solar panels are installed on the ___________ of a house to receive the 

energy from the sun.  

6.  We can save natural resources by using solar energy _______________ of 

coal,  gas and oil.  

5. READ

In Western countries,  electricity,  gas,  and water are not luxuries but necessities.

Companies now realize that consumers want products that will not only work

effectively,  but also save money.

For most North American households,  lighting accounts for 1 0 percent to 

1 5  percent of the electricity bill.  However,  this amount can be reduced by

replacing an ordinary 1 00-watt light bulb with an energy-saving bulb.  These

bulbs use a quarter of the electricity of standard bulbs

and last eight times longer.  Therefore consumers can

save about US$7 to US$21  per bulb.

In Europe,  there is a labeling scheme for refrigerators,

freezers,  washing machines and tumble dryers.  The

label tells the consumers how much energy efficiency

each model has,  compared with other appliances in the

same category.
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Ultimately,  these innovations will save money as well as conserve the Earths

resources.

a)   Which of the following is the best summary of the passage?

1 .  Energy-saving bulbs should be used to save electricity.

2.  In Western countries electricity,  gas,  and water are necessities.

3 .  North American and European countries are interested in saving money 

and natural resources.  

4.  Labeling schemes help save energy.

b)  Answer the questions.  Write the answers in your exercise book.

1 .  What are Western consumers interested in?

2.  What can we do to spend less on lighting?

3.  Mrs.  Jones uses only two ordinary bulbs and she pays US$8 for lighting.  

How much will she pay if she uses two energy-saving bulbs instead? 

4.  What is the purpose of the labeling scheme?

5.  Why should we save energy?

6. WRITE

A speech usually has three parts:  Introduction,  Body and Conclusion.  

a)  Match each part of a speech in column A to a suitable function in column B.   

A B

Parts of a speech Functions

1 . Introduction A.  summing up what you have said

2. Body B.  getting peoples attention and telling them 

what you are going to talk about

3. Conclusion C.  giving details in easy-to-understand language

b)  Put the following sections in the correct place to complete a speech.

1 .  If you follow these simple rules,  not only will you save money,  but also the

environment will be cleaner.

Unit 7:  Saving energy
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2.  Most of us use too much gas.  You can reduce this amount by:

l traveling by bicycle or public transport

l having a mechanic check your motorcycle regularly

3.  Good evening,  ladies and gentlemen.  Im Professor Roberts and tonight 

Im going to tell you how to save money.

c)  Choose one of the following topics and prepare a speech for your classmates.

The ideas in the callouts may help you.

l Reducing garbage

l Reusing paper

l Saving energy in the kitchen

LANGUAGE  FOCUS

l Connectives:  and,  but,  because,  or,  so,  therefore,  however

l Phrasal verbs:  turn off,  turn on,  look for,  look after,  go on

l Make suggestions:  suggest + verb-ing,  suggest (that)  + S + should

1.  Complete the sentences.  Use the correct connectives.

a) Mrs.  Quyen bought corn,  potatoes ________ cabbages at the market.  

(and / or)

b) Id love to play volleyball ________ I have to complete an 

assignment.  (and / but)
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c) Nam got wet ________ he forgot his umbrella.  (so / because)

d) Hoa failed her math test.  ________, she has to do the test again.  

(However / Therefore)

e) Do you want Vietnamese tea ________ milk tea? (and / or)

f) Its raining,  ________ I cant go to the beach.  (so / however)

g) Bas hobbies are playing football ______ collecting stamps. (and / or)

h) Na is very tired.  ________, she has to finish her homework before she 

goes to bed.  (However / Therefore)

2.  Complete the sentences.  Use the right tense form of the phrasal verbs in the

box and the pictures.

turn on turn off look for look after go on

a) Hanh cant go to the movies with us tonight.  She will have to ________  

her little sister.

b) If we _________ wasting water,  there will be a shortage of fresh water in 

a few decades.

c) I think Ive lost my new pen.  Ive __________ it everywhere but I cant 

find it anywhere.

d) ____________ the TV for me,  will you? I want to watch the weather 

forecast.

e) Mrs.  Yen forgot to _______  the faucet when she left for work.

Unit 7:  Saving energy
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3.  Make suggestions.

a)  Your class wants to help the poor in the neighborhood of your school.  The

following ideas may help you.

Example:  I suggest collecting some money.

l collect unused clothes

l organize a show to raise money

l give lessons to poor children

l help elderly people and war invalids with their chores

l .  .  .

b) Your friend wants to improve his/her English.  The following ideas may help you.

Example:  I suggest (that)  you should work harder on your pronunciation.

l write sentences with new words

l speak English in class

l buy a good dictionary

l do some reading every day

l .  .  .  
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1. GETTING STARTED

Work with a partner.  Match the icons with the names of the celebrations they

represent.

Easter Christmas Mid-Fall Festival

Lunar New Year birthday wedding

2. LISTEN AND READ

Although there are many celebrations throughout the year,  Tet or the Lunar New

Year holiday is the most important celebration for Vietnamese people.  Tet is a 

festival which occurs in late January or early February.  It is a time for families

to clean and decorate their homes,  and

enjoy special food such as sticky rice cakes.

Family members who live apart try to be

together at Tet.

Passover is in late March or early April.

This festival is celebrated in Israel and by

all Jewish people.  On this festival,  people

celebrate freedom from slavery.  Passover is

also an ancient spring festival.  On the first

and second nights of Passover,  Jewish 

families eat a special meal called the Seder.
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Easter is a joyful festival which is celebrated

in many countries.  It happens at around the

same time as Passover.  On Easter Day (Easter

Sunday),  young children receive chocolate or

sugar eggs -  as long as they are good.  In many

countries,  people crowd the streets to watch

colorful parades.

Now,  complete the table.

Celebration When?          Activities Food Country

Tet

3. SPEAK

This is how to give and respond to compliments:

Give a compliment Respond to a compliment

Well done. Thanks.

Thats a great/an excellent . . .  . Its nice of you to say so.

Let me congratulate you on . . .  . Thats very kind of you.

Read the following situations with a partner,  then give and respond to appropriate

compliments.

a) Trang has just won the first prize in 

the English speaking contest.  

Example:  Mai:  Well done,  Trang.

Trang:  Thanks.



b) On her mothers birthday,  

Huyen  made a beautiful

cake to celebrate.  

Mother:  

Huyen:   .

c) Tuan is an active student.  He has 

taken part in different charity 

activities in his town.  Tuan has 

been nominated as the most 

effective activist in the town 

charity program.

Friends:   . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Tuan:   . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

d) Hoa brings to class a new picture 

she has painted.  

You:  .

Hoa:   . . .

Now think of situations in which you can compliment your friends and get

responses from him/her/them,  then make up dialogues with your partner.

...

...
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4. LISTEN 

Listen to the song Auld Lang Syne and fill in the missing words.

Auld Lang Syne 

Should auld acquaintance be forgot 

and never brought to mind? 

Should auld acquaintance be forgot 

and (a)____________ of auld lang syne? 

For auld lang syne,  my dear,  

for auld lang syne,  

we ll (b)____________ a cup of kindness yet,  

for auld lang syne.  

Should auld acquaintance be forgot 

and never brought to (c)______? 

Should auld acquaintance be forgot 

and days of auld lang syne? 

And heres a (d)____________, my trusty friend

And gies a hand o thine

Well tak a cup o (e)____________  yet 

For auld lang syne.

5. READ

There are many occasions for you to express your feelings to others.  Following

are opinions,  feelings and memories of children about their fathers on Fathers

Day in Australia and the USA.

Rita (Australia)

To the one who teaches me how to love,  

cry and laugh.

To the one who says never lose heart and always

finish what you start.

To the one whose feelings for me are so strong that

the word love cant describe them.  

Can you guess who it is?

Its not too hard to tell. . .
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Jane (USA)

Daddy,  I am writing this to tell you how

much you are missed and loved.  I will

always remember that day - my wedding
day.  You were standing there with tears in

your eyes while I was walking towards my

groom.  You gave me a hug,  and the feeling

that you never wanted to let me go.  But at

last I had to leave you and start my new

life. . . a  moment in  time that lasted 

forever.  I now have children,  Dad,  but I

will always be your little girl! Happy

Fathers Day.

Bob (Australia)

You ask me what I think about my

dad.  Great! Great! I must tell you

my dad is the best person in the

world.  Do you know what I mean?

He is a considerate and generous

man who is loved not only by his

family but also by all his friends.

His priority is always his family.

His sense of humor distinguishes

him from others.  In a word,  my

dads terrific! Im so proud of him

and love him so much.  Happy

Fathers Day,  Daddy!

Answer.

a) Who do you think Rita sends this card to?

b) Is Janes father alive or dead? How do you know this?

c) What quality makes Bobs father different from others?

d) What image of a father can you draw from the three passages?

Unit 8:  Celebrations
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6. WRITE

In Viet Nam people do not celebrate Mothers Day or Fathers Day.  You think

it is necessary to have a day to celebrate for your mom and another for your dad.

Write to a friend to share this idea.  Follow this outline.

Outline

First paragraph: Tell your friend the reason(s) for celebrating this day 

(for children to express their feelings,  memories,  and 

love for their parents,  to enhance family traditions,  

to bring family members closer . . . )

Second paragraph: Give details about:

- when to celebrate:  in what season,  or what month,  
on what date of the month or day  of the week  (why?)

- how to celebrate:  having parties,  sending cards,  
going on picnics 

- what special gifts to give:  gifts to moms, gifts to dads.

- what special food to offer.

Third paragraph: State whether or not you think your idea will be 

supported and you hope the day will be celebrated 

nationwide.

LANGUAGE  FOCUS

l Relative clauses

l Adverb clauses of concession

1.  Join the sentences.  Use relative clauses.

Example:

- Tet is a festival.  Tet occurs in late January or early February.

Tet is a festival which occurs in late January or early February.

a) Auld Lang Syne is a song.  Auld Lang Syne is sung on New Years Eve.

b) This watch is a gift.  The watch was given to me by my aunt on my 

1 4th birthday.  
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c) My friend Tom can compose songs.  Tom sings Western folk songs very well.

d) We often go to the town cultural house.  The town cultural house always 

opens on public holidays.

e) I like reading books.  Books tell about different peoples and their cultures.

f) On my moms birthday my dad gave her roses.  The roses were very sweet 

and beautiful.

g) Judy liked the full-moon festival very much. The festival is celebrated in mid-fall.

h) Tomorrow I ll go to the airport to meet my friends.  My friends come to 

stay with us during the Christmas.

2.  Describe each of the people in the pictures.  Use relative clauses.

Example:

I am the boy who is wearing a white T-shirt.

My Aunt Judy is the woman who is holding Jack.

My Family My Aunts Family

3.  Join the sentences.  Use the words in brackets.  The first is done for you.

a) Thu Ha is not satisfied with her preparations for Tet.  Thu Ha has decorated

her house and made plenty of cakes. (even though)

Thu Ha is not satisfied with her preparations for Tet even though she has 

decorated her house and made plenty of cakes.

Unit 8:  Celebrations
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b) We dont have a Mothers Day in Viet Nam.  Dad and I have special gifts and

parties for my mom every year on the 8th of March.  (although)

c) We went to Ha Noi to watch the parade on National Day last year.  We live in

Nam Dinh.  (even though)

d) Many tourists  enjoy festivals  in Viet Nam.  Tourists  do not understand

Vietnamese culture very much. (though)

e) In Australia,  Christmas season is in summer.  The Australians enjoy Christmas

as much as people in European countries do. (even though)

f) Jim could see the main part of the show.  He came to the show late due to the

traffic jam.  (although)  

4.  Look at the pictures.  Complete the sentences.  Use the correct tense of the verbs

and the information.

a) help / Tuan / homework b) watch / TV

c) weather bureau / predict / fine d) eat / lot / food 

weather 
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e) finish / letter

a) Although Mrs.  Thoa was tired,  she helped Tuan with his homework.

b) Even though Liz has an exam tomorrow, _______________.

c) It rained yesterday although _______________.

d) Ba________________ though he wasnt very hungry.

e) Even though the keyboard wasnt working well,  _______________.

Unit 8:  Celebrations
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1. GETTING STARTED

Match the pictures to the correct words.  Then compare your answers with a partners.

snowstorm earthquake volcano typhoon

2. LISTEN AND READ

Thuy is talking to her grandmother.

Thuy: Grandma, its the weather forecast on TV.

Grandma: Can you turn up the volume, Thuy?

Thuy: Yes,  Grandma.

Weatherman: Here is tomorrows weather forecast.  Ha Noi and areas to the

north will be sunny.  Ha Noi will have temperatures between 

23oC and 27oC.  It will be raining along the coast of  

Thanh Hoa.  The south-central coast can expect thunderstorms.

Hue will experience temperatures between 25oC and 30oC.  

There will also be thunderstorms over the central highlands.  
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Areas around the Cuu Long Delta can expect clouds during 

the day.  Ho Chi Minh Citys temperatures will be between 

27oC and 35oC.

Thuy: Thats all,  Grandma.

Grandma: Thank you,  dear.  What are you doing?

Thuy: Im preparing for a picnic with some old friends of mine.  

We havent met since we left school.  Were going to a park 

on the other side of the river.

Grandma: Dont forget to bring along a raincoat.

Thuy: But Grandma, the forecast says it ll be sunny.

Grandma: I never trust weather forecasts.  

Thuy: You dont miss a single one on TV, do you?

Grandma: But I like watching them, dear.

Thuy: Alright Grandma, I ll bring a raincoat just in case.  I hope my 

friends wont laugh at me.

a)  Practice the dialogue in a group of three.

b)  Fill in each blank with one word or phrase from the dialogue.

1 .  Thuys grandmother wants her to __________________ the volume on TV

because she wants to listen to the __________________.

Unit 9:  Natural disasters
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2.  It will be __________________ along the coast of Thanh Hoa.

3 .  The __________________ will experience thunderstorms.

4.  Ho Chi Minh City will __________________ between 27oC and 35oC.

5.  Although Thuys grandmother doesnt trust __________________, she likes

__________________.

3.  SPEAK

a)  Check (3)  what preparations you think should be made for a typhoon.

b)  Now work with a partner.  Talk about what you think you want to buy and

do to prepare for a typhoon;  explain why.  The ideas in the box may help you.

The market will be closed and no food will be available.

There may be a power cut.

The water pipes may be damaged by the typhoon.

There must be strong wind blowing.

Big trees may fall down.

It will be raining hard.
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o Buying some canned food

o Painting the house

o Buying a dog

o Buying candles

o Buying matches

o Hiring some video movies

o Filling all buckets with water

o Buying a ladder

o Washing your blankets

o Fixing the leak in the roof

o Tying the roof to the ground with pegs and ropes

o Inviting some friends over for a dinner

o Checking all the window and door latches



4. LISTEN

An expert is giving a talk on how to live with earthquakes.  Listen to the talk,

then  complete the table.

Living with earthquakes

Heavy fixtures, furniture, and appliances:

l Place heavy books on the _______(1 )______.

l Block the rollers on your _______(2)_____ and ______(3)______.

Flying glass:

l Check the _______(4)_______.

l Dont put your bed near _______(5)_______.

Earthquakes drill:

l Stay _______(6)_______.

l Sit _______(7)_____ or ______(8)______.

l Stand  in the _______(9)______.

Unit 9:  Natural disasters
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5. READ

Earthquakes: Ninety percent of earthquakes occur around the Pacific Rim,

which is known as the Ring of Fire .  In 1 995,  a huge earthquake struck the city

of Kobe in Japan.  A large number of 

people were killed when homes,  office

blocks and highways collapsed.  

Tidal waves: Tidal waves are the result of an

abrupt shift in the underwater movement of

the Earth.  In the 1960s, a huge tidal wave hit

Anchorage, Alaska. The tidal wave traveled

from Alaska to California!

Typhoons: When a tropical storm reaches

120 kilometers per hour,  it is called a 

hurricane in North and South America, a

cyclone in Australia, and a typhoon in Asia.

The word typhoon comes from Chinese:  tai

means big and feng means wind, so the

word typhoon means big wind.

Volcanoes: We can usually predict when a

volcano will erupt.  Mount Pinatubo,  which

is a volcano in the Philippines,  erupted in

1991 .  It was the worlds largest volcanic

eruption in more than 50 years.  Hundreds

of people died,  but thousands were saved

because scientists had warned them about

the eruption.

Tornadoes: Tornadoes are funnel-shaped

storms which pass  overland below a 

thunderstorm.  They can suck up anything
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that is in their path.  In Italy in 1 981 ,  a tornado lifted a baby,  who was asleep in

its baby carriage,  into the air and put it down safely 1 00 meters away!

a)  True or False? Check (3)  the boxes.

T F

1 .  Most of the earthquakes in the world occur in the Ring of Fire.  o o
2.  The earthquake in Kobe in 1 995  caused severe damage. o o
3.  A huge tidal wave traveled from California to Alaska and o o

hit Anchorage in the 1 960s.

4.  Typhoon,  hurricane and tropical storm are different words o o
for the same natural disaster.

5.  The eruption of Mount Pinatubo is the worlds largest ever o o
volcanic eruption.

6.  A tornado looks like a funnel. o o

b)   Complete the sentences.

1 .  The majority of earthquakes . . .  .

2.  During the earthquake in Kobe,  many . . .  .

3 .  A tidal wave can only occur when . . .  .

4.  In Australia,  a tropical storm is known as . . .  .

5.  The Chinese language gave us . . .  .

6.  A tornado is a type of storm that . . .  .

6. WRITE

Use the pictures and the words in the box to write a story.  You can make

changes or add more details to the story.

Unit 9:  Natural disasters
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l It / beautiful day.

l Sun/shine; sky / blue; weather / perfect.

l Lan / outside / play / her dog / Skippy.

lAll of a sudden / dog / behave strangely.

l She / keep / run around / in circles.

l Lan/ run / home / with / dog / tell / 

mother / what Skippy / do.

l Lans mother - Mrs.  Quyen / tell Lan / 

she / hear / on TV / there / be / 

typhoon coming.

lMrs. Quyen / gather / family / tell / they / 

find / shelter / in the home.

l Suddenly / sky / become / very dark.

l Storm / come / with strong winds / heavy 

rain.

lMrs. Quyen / family / scared. 

l But / soon / storm / finish.

l Everyone / glad.  

lWhat / clever / dog / Skippy!  She / save / 

Lan / from / catch / in / typhoon.



LANGUAGE  FOCUS

l Relative pronouns:  who,  that,  which

l Relative clauses (continued)
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1.  Use your knowledge to answer the questions.  Use who,  which or that

in your answers and start your answers with the words given.

Example:

a)  The city which was struck by a huge earthquake in 1995 in Japan is Kobe.

a) Which city in Japan was struck by a huge earthquake in 1 995?

The city . . .

b) Which country won the 1 998 Tiger Cup? 

The country . . .  

c)  Which animal has one or two horns on its snout? 

The animal . . .

d) Which explorer discovered America? 

The explorer . . .  

e)  Which planet is  closest to the Earth? 

The planet . . .  

f) Which animal in Viet Nam was chosen to be the logo of SEA Games 2003?

The animal . . .

g) Which ASEAN country is divided into two regions by the sea?

The ASEAN country . . .

h) Which  food you can chew but you cannot swallow and which one you can

swallow but you cannot chew?

The food . . .

Now ask and answer each other similar questions about the world and Viet Nam.  

2.  Match each of the sentences in column A with a related sentence in column B.

Then use a suitable relative pronoun to join the two sentences.

Example:  1 .  Andrew is flying to Sacramento.

e.  Sacramento is the capital city of California.

Andrew is flying to Sacramento,  which is the capital city 
of California.

Column A Column B

1 .  Andrew is flying to Sacramento. a) Hurricane Andrew swept 

through southern Florida in 

August 1 992.

2.  It snowed in Lang Son in the winter b) The Loma Prieta earthquake

of 2002. measured 7.1  on the Richter scale.
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3.  Pompeii was completely destroyed c) The cyclone killed about 

in A.D.  79 by an eruption of Mount 500,000 people.

Vesuvius.

4.  Hurricane Andrew killed 41  people d) The most dangerous earthquake  

and made more than 200,000 in Japan occurred in 1 923.

homeless.  

5.  The cyclone of November 1 970 in e) Sacramento is the capital

Bangladesh was one of the worst city of California.

natural disasters of the 20th century.

6.  The most disastrous earthquake in f) Pompeii is an ancient 

Japanese history damaged Tokyo and city of Italy.

Yokohama and killed about 150,000 

people.

7.  The October 1 989 Loma Prieta g) Lang Son is on the

earthquake caused extensive damage Ky Cung River.

to older buildings in San Francisco 

Bay Area.

3.  Underline the relative clause in the sentence.  Then add commas to separate
the non-defining relative clause from the rest of the sentence.

a) Viet Nam which is in south-east Asia exports rice.

Viet Nam,  which is in south-east Asia,  exports rice.

b) Kangaroos which come from Australia have long tails.

c) Ba who lives on Trang Tien Street likes playing the guitar.

d) The novel that you gave me on my birthday has been lost.

e) Neil Armstrong who first walked on the moon lived in the USA.

f) The chair that I bought yesterday is broken.

g) Miss Lien who sings very well is my English teacher.

4.   Rewrite the sentences in Exercise 3.  Replace each underlined clause with a

clause you have written.  You may use facts or your imagination.

Examples:

Kangaroos,  which come from Australia,  have long tails.

Kangaroos,  which can be seen everywhere in Australia,  have long tails.

Kangaroos,  which are called chuot tui in Vietnamese,  have long tails.  
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1. GETTING STARTED

Look at the pictures of UFOs (Unidentified Flying Objects) .  Ask and answer

with a partner.

a) Have you ever heard about UFOs? Do you think they really exist?

b) Have you ever seen any films on UFOs?  What were they about? 

c) What do you want to know about UFOs?

d) If you saw a UFO, what would you do?

2. LISTEN AND READ

UFOs are strange flying objects that some people report they have seen in the

sky and believed to be spacecraft from another planet.  Many scientists do not

believe so.  They say that if people see a UFO,  it might be an aircraft,  a 

weather balloon or a meteor.  However,  there is still evidence for people to

believe in the existence of UFOs.

In 1 947,  Kenneth Arnold,  an experienced pilot in the USA, reported that he saw

nine large round objects traveling at about 2,800 meters an hour to the left and

north of Mount Rainier.
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In 1 952,  there were more than 1 ,500 UFO

sightings around the world.

In 1 954,  a woman and her children

believed they saw a UFO above their

house.  The woman said she saw two aliens

in the spacecraft.

In 1 964,  a farmer claimed he saw an 

egg-shaped object in one of his fields and

also aliens collecting soil samples.

In 1 971 ,  two men claimed they were 

captured by aliens and taken aboard a 

spacecraft.  After being examined by the

aliens,  the men were freed.

In 1 978,  a young pilot and his plane disappeared after sighting a UFO.

In 1 981 ,  Renato Nicolai,  who was living in the south east of France,  reported

that he saw a plate-like device  at a treetop 30 meters away from his garden.

a)   Find the words in the text having the following meanings.

1 . proof,  support

2. falling star,  or shooting star

3.  unknown / strange people or things

4. bringing together or gathering

5. caught as a prisoner

6. became impossible to see

b)   Complete the notes.

UFO Sightings
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a)  ____ or __ can be 
mistaken for an al ien 
spacecraft.

b)  In 1947, a pilot saw ___.

c) There were over _____  
worldwide in 1952.

d) In 1954, a woman and 
her children saw ___ house.

e)  A  farmer saw ___ in 1964.
f)  In 1971, two men ___.

g)  A  pilot ___ in 1978.
h)  In 1981, a Frenchman 

reported ___ from his
garden.



3.  SPEAK

a)   There are drawings of things a space-tourist to Mars saw and noted down.  Try

to guess and match the drawings with the words in the box.  Then practice the 

dialogue with a partner.

minerals     plants     little creatures mountains

gemstones     water     gas

Nam: What do these drawings say,  Hung?

Hung: There might be water in Mars.

Nam: And what about those black sparkling spots on the right corner?

Hung: Well,  they might be traces of gemstones.  There may be a lot of 

precious stones on Mars.

b)  Make up similar dialogues about the drawings,  using the cues in section a) .

c)  Now talk with a partner.  Tell each other what you think there might be on

Mars,  on the moon and on other planets.
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4.  LISTEN

Listen to the description of the moon.  Then check (3)  the correct statements about

the moon.

a) There is no air on the moon. o

b) There are rivers and lakes on the moon. o

c) There are no sounds on the moon. o

d) It is very cold at night on the moon. o

e) During the day the temperature is even lower. o

f) There are great round holes on the moon. o

g) There are no mountains on the moon. o

h) You will weigh 8  kilos heavier on the moon. o

i) You will be able to jump very high on the moon. o

j ) One day on the moon lasts for two weeks. o

5.  READ

A SPACE TRIP

Do you want to plan for some kind of exciting trip? Do you have a million 

dollars? Are you very healthy? Are you a good traveler? Do you want to go to

nowhere? Then you can have a trip to space.

If you decide to take the trip,  you will have to 

get ready a few months before the flight.

You must be in excellent physical 

condition.  You should run a lot,  swim

every day,  and do aerobics and push-ups.

You must get a letter from the doctor that

shows you are in perfect health.

Once you get on the trip,  you will be in a 

different world.  You will see pictures of the

Earth.  You may also find your country and

other interesting places.  You will be able to see
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the oceans,  the big rivers,  the tall  mountains.  You will  be able  to  see them

many times because you will  orbit the Earth 1 6  times a day!  You will  also

be able  to  see stars  that you couldnt see from the Earth.

When you are in orbit,  you will be able to

get out of your seat and walk in the cabin.

You will be able to walk on the walls or on

the ceiling like in a circus.  You will not

weigh anything!  You will feel totally free

and enjoy the wonderful feeling you have

never had before.   If you were on board

now,  you would experience those 

marvelous things.

So do you think you will be able to take a

space trip?  Start to dream now and your

dream may come true some day.

a)  Put the phrases in order to show what you need and get in joining a trip into

the space.

1 . get a letter from a doctor to show you are in perfect health

2. see pictures of the Earth,  its interesting places,  and stars from very far

3. feel free and enjoy wonderful feeling

4. get ready and be in an excellent physical condition

5. get on the trip

b)  Answer.  Then write the answers in full sentences.

1 .   What will you have to do if you decide to take a space trip?

2.   What must you do if you want to show you are in perfect health?

3.  What scenes on the Earth can you see from outer space?

4.  How many times a day can you see those scenes?

5. What things can you do while you are in orbit that you cannot do when you

are on the Earth?

6.  If you were able to take a space trip,  what would you do to prepare for the

trip? What would you like to bring along?

Unit 10:  Life on other planets
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6. WRITE

a)  Read the outline of an exposition in column A.  Then put the paragraphs in

column B in order to match the sections in column A.

A B

b)  Read the dialogue between An and Ba about the existence of UFOs.

An: Do you think UFOs exist?

Ba: Yes.   Articles and reports in newspapers talk lots about UFO appearance.

An: What makes you believe there are UFOs?

Ba: Well,  many people around the world say they have seen flying saucers,  

so they must exist.

An: Flying saucer!  It might be their imagination.

Ba: I dont think so.  There are plenty of photos of them.  And, some of the 

photographers said they saw man-like creatures get out of the saucers.

An: If there were flying saucers,  there would be traces of their landing.

Ba: Youre right.  People are talking about the mysterious circles on the fields 

in Great Britain.  UFOs are no longer human beings imagination.  Theyre 

real.We should be ready to welcome their visits.
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Introduction (presents the

writers viewpoint:  I think, 

I believe , )

(i) Therefore,  UFOs are just the 

imagination of some writers and they do

exist only in films for entertainment.

Body (gives reasons / 

examples for persuasion:  

Firstly,   ;  Secondly,   ;

)

(ii)  I dont believe there exist UFOs even

though many newspapers talk a lot about

them.

Conclusion (sums up the 

argument:  therefore,  )

(iii)  Firstly,  flying saucers might be 

aircraft,  balloons,  clouds or tricks of light.

Secondly,  there are not enough 

photos showing clearly the shapes of the

UFOs.  Moreover,  if there are UFOs,  there

will certainly be traces of their landing on

the ground.



Now use Bas opinion in the dialogue to write an exposition about the existence

of UFOs.  Begin with:

I believe UFOs exist because articles and reports in newspapers..

..

..

..

..

..

..

..

..

..

LANGUAGE  FOCUS

l Modals:  may,  might

l Conditional sentences:  type 1  and type 2 

1.  Work with a partner.  Use may or might and talk about Andys presents.

a)  b)

book / game box of crayons / box of paints
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c) d)  

football / basketball boat / train

e)  f)  

flying saucer / meteor evening star / spacecraft

2.  Complete the sentences.  Use the verbs in the box.

rain / not go out join / finish write / not forget

not be / drop miss / not hurry

a) If it rains this evening,  I won't go out.

b) Lan ______ the bus if she ______.

c) If Ha ______ careful,  he ______ the cup.

d) Mrs.  Nga ______ us if she ________ her work early.

e) If Mrs.  Binh _________ a shopping list,  she ________ what to buy.

3.  Look at the pictures.  Complete the sentences.

a) 

Example:

Ba / be rich // travel around the world

If Ba were rich,  he would travel around the world.
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b)  c)  

Mr.  Loc / have / car // drive to work Lan / live / Ho Chi Minh City // 

visit / Saigon Water Park

d) e)  

Nam / arrive / school / on time // Hoa / live / Hue // see / parents

have / alarm clock every day

f)  g) 

Nga / own / piano // play / well Tuan / get / better / grades // 

study / harder

Unit 10:  Life on other planets
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h)  

Na / buy / new computer // have / enough money

4.   What would you do if you met an alien from outer space? Write 3 things you

would like to do.

Example:

If I met an alien from outer space,  I would invite him / her to my home and talk.

1 . _________________________________________________________

2. _________________________________________________________

3. _________________________________________________________
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GRAMMAR

1. Past simple tense

 To talk about past activities

a)  Lan took Maryam to Hoan Kiem Lake.

b)  The girls visited Ho Chi Minhs Mausoleum.

 With wish

a)  I wish you had a longer vacation.

b)  I wish I were older.

c)  They wish they stayed in Hue.

2. The Present perfect

I have (Ive)

You (Youve)

He (Hes)

She has (Shes) seen the film.

It (Its)

We (Weve)

You have (Youve)

They (Theyve)

a) Writers and musicians have mentioned the ao dai in poems,  novels 

and songs.

b) Ive already seen Giac Lam Pagoda.

c) Have you ever eaten Vietnamese food?

Grammar
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3. Direct and reported speech

 Changes in tense

*  optional,  dependent on context

NOTE:

The past perfect tenses had + past participle,  had + been + V-ing will be

introduced in grades 10,  11  and 12.

a) Aunt Xuan said she was happy to see you.

b) Ba told Liz that he had been there before.
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Direct speech Reported speech

present simple

I walk.

past simple

I walked.

present progressive

I am walking.

past progressive

I was walking.

past simple

I walked.

past simple/past perfect*

I walked.  / I had walked. *

past progressive

I was walking.

past progressive/past perfect 

progressive*

I was walking.  / I had been walking.*

present perfect

I have walked.

past perfect

I had walked.

present perfect progressive

I have been walking.

past perfect progressive

I had been walking.

past perfect

I had walked.

past perfect

I had walked.

past perfect progressive

I had been walking.

past perfect progressive

I had been walking.



 Reported questions

a) She asked me what my name was.

b) She asked me where I lived.

c) She asked me if I spoke any other languages.

d)  She asked me if I liked pop music.

e) She asked me who taught me English.

f) She asked me how I learned English.

4. Here and now words in reported speech

a) I ll go to Hue tomorrow. 

Miss Chi said she would go to Hue the following day.

b) Im having a wonderful time here.

Mai said she was having a wonderful time there.

Grammar
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Direct speech Reported speech

TIME now then / immediately 

today that day

tonight that night

tomorrow the next / following day

yesterday the day before / the previous day

last night the night before

two days ago two days before / earlier

PLACE here there

DEMONSTRATIVE 

HEADS this that

these those



5. Passive voice

Be +  past participle

Modal verbs +  be +  past participle

a) Rice is grown in tropical countries.

b) Traditionally, the ao dai was frequently worn by both men and women.

c) Jean clothes were made completely from cotton.

d) The food has been cooked.

e) Five million bottles of champagne will be produced next year.

f) This exercise must be done carefully.

g) The problem can be solved easily.

6. Gerunds

Gerunds after some verbs

Verbs such as enjoy,  hate,  like,  love,can be followed by a gerund.

a) In Viet Nam people love reading newspapers and magazines.  

b) She enjoys cooking on weekends.

c) You like watching sports,  dont you?

d) Ba hates waking up early.

7. Tag questions

a) You like watching sports,  dont you,  Trung?

b) You dont like foreign films,  do you?

c) You have read this article on the website, havent you?

d) Baird produced the first TV pictures in 1 926,  didnt he?

8. Modals with if

We can join an if clause to a main clause which contains a modal verb.  The modal

verb gives more information about the outcome relating to ability,  certainty,  

permission,  obligation,  and/or necessity.

a)  If you want to improve your English,  we can help you.

b)  If you want to get good grades,  you must study hard.   

c)   If you dont pay in advance,  you must give us a 1 0 percent deposit.
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9. Conditional sentences:  type 1  

if + present tense,  will + verb

a) If you cant find your place,  I will help you get there with this map.

b) If we work hard, well make this beach a clean and beautiful place  again.

c) If the rice paddies are polluted,  the rice plants will die.

10. Conditional sentences: type 2 

if + past tense,  would/could/might + verb

a) If you saw a UFO, what would you do?

b) If you were on board now, you would experience those marvelous things.

c) What would you do if you met an alien from outer space?

11. Relative clauses

 Relative pronouns

K The possessive relative pronouns will be learned more intensively in the

upper grades.

a) Tet is a festival which occurs in late January or early February.

b) Family members who live apart try to be together at Tet.

c) To the one whose feelings for me are so strong that the word love cant 

describe them.

d) He is a considerate and generous man who is loved not only by his 

family but also by all his friends.

e) Viet Nam, which is in south-east Asia,  exports rice.

f) Neil Armstrong, who first walked on the moon, lived in the USA.
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Defining
Defining and

non-defining

SUBJECT
people

that
who

things which

OBJECT
people

that / o
who(m)

things which

K POSSESSIVE
people whose whose

things whose/of which whose/of which



 Types of relative clauses

There are two types of relative clauses:  defining and non-defining.

Defining

g) Tornadoes are funnel-shaped storms which pass overland below a

thunderstorm.

h) The typhoon may damage the water pipes which supply our home.

Non-defining

i) Mount Pinatubo, which is a volcano in the Philippines, erupted in 1991 .

j )   Ninety percent of earthquakes occur around the Pacific Rim, which is 

known as the Ring of Fire.

12. Adjectives

Adjective + that clause

This structure is used with adjectives that refer to feelings or certainty.   The

word that does not always have to be included.

Some of the adjectives that can be used in this structure are:  afraid,  angry,

bad,  certain,  disappointed,  glad,  grateful,  happy,  helpful,  hopeful,  important,

lucky,  pleased,  possible,  sad,  sorry,  sure,  thankful,  true,  wrong.

a) Im disappointed that people have spoiled this area.

b) We are pleased that you got in touch.

13. Adverb clauses

 Adverb clauses of result

a) Everyone felt tired and hungry,  so they sat down under the tree and had 

a snack.

b) The Parkers are nice so Van feels like a member of their family.

 Adverb clauses of reason

a) Because pollution is something that other folk do,  were just enjoying 

our day.

b)  Unfortunately my company does not produce recycled paper since it is 

more expensive to make than regular paper.
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 Adverb clauses of concession

a)  Thu Ha is not satisfied with her preparation for Tet,  even though she has 

decorated her house and made plenty of cakes.

b)  Although we dont have a Mothers Day in Viet Nam, Dad and I have 

special gifts and parties for my mom every year on the 8th of March.

c)  Many tourists enjoy festivals in Viet Nam though they do not understand 

Vietnamese culture very much.

14. Prepositions of time:  up to,  till,

a) He will stay there till the beginning of October.

b) In the afternoon,  he feeds the chickens and collects their eggs.

c) Mr.  Thanh leaves Ha Noi at 2 pm.

Grammar
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Vowel Symbols

z bat,  hand

@ hot,  barn

@9 aunt,  tomato (variant pronunciations)

@} genre (variant pronunciation)

@H bite,  sky
@T house,  now
d bet,  head

dH late,  play
H  fit,  bit

h9  feet,  please

h either /h9/ or /H/
N9  saw,  dog

N}9 salon (variant pronunciation)

NH boy,  join
nT go,  boat
T put,  good

t9 rude,  boot
U cut,  love

U}} Huh

2 bird,  fur (used only before /r/ 

in stressed syllables)

? sitter,  alone

Other symbols

The stress mark!is placed before a syllable
with the heaviest stress,  as before the first 

syllable of business / !ahym?r /.

The stress mark$i s placed before a syllable
with lighter stress,  as before the last 

syllable of businesslike / !ahym?r$k@Hj /.
The raised dot separates syllables.

The hyphen shows that only part of a 

variant pronunciation is given.  It also

represents a syllable in showing stress 

patterns for phrasal verbs.

Consonant Symbols

a bid,  job

c do,  lady

cY jump, bridge

e foot,  safe

f go,  dog

g home, behind

gv which,  where (Many people 

say /w/ instead of /hw/. )

i yes,  onion

j kiss,  come

k look, pool
?k little,  metal (Used in a syllable 

with no vowel sound. )

l many,  some
?l hm (Used in a syllable with 

no vowel sound. )

m need,  open
?m hidden,  cotton (Used in syllable 

with no vowel sound. )

M sing,  sink

o pen,  hope

q road,  card

r see,  recent

R shoe,  nation

s team, meet

s meeting,  latter

S think,  both

C this,  father

sR choose,  rich

u visit,  save

v watch,  away

w Chanukah (variant pronunciation)

y zoo,  these

Y beige,  measure

PRONUNCIATION SYMBOLS
of the International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA)

Glossary



 Unit 1

Buddhism . !at9c$Hy?l . [n] o Pht

climate . !jk@Hl?s . [n] kh hu,  thi tit

comprise . j?l!oq@Hy . [v] bao gm, gm c

compulsory . j?l!oUkr?qh . [adj] bt buc

correspond . $jN9q?!ro@mc . [v] trao i th tn

depend . cH!odmc . [v] ph thuc,  l thuc

divide . cH!u@Hc . [v] chia,  chia ra

ethnic . !dSmhj . [adj] thuc dn tc,  thuc sc tc

federation . $edc?!qdHR?m . [n] lin on,  lin bang,  hip hi

friendliness . !eqdmckH$m?r . [n] s mn khch,  s hiu khch,  s ci m

ghost . fnTrs . [n] ma qu,  con ma,  bng ma

Hinduism . !gHmct9$ Hy?l . [n] o Hin-u,  o n,  n  Gio

impress . Hl!oqdr . [v] gy n tng,   li n tng

Islam . Hy! k@l . [n] o Hi

mausoleum . $lN9r?!kH?l . [n] lng,  lng tm, lng m

mosque . l@rj . [n] nh th Hi Gio

notice . !mnTt?r . [v] nhn thy,  nhn ra

official . ?!eHR?k . [adj] chnh thc

optional . !@oR?m?k . [adj] la chn,  c th la chn,  khng bt buc

pray . oqdH . [v] cu nguyn,  cu khn,  cu tri,  v.v. . .

primary . !oq@H$ldqH+  ,l?qH . [adj] hng u,  ban u,  c bn ban u

puppet . !oUo?s . [n] con ri,  b nhn

region . ! qH9cY?m . [n] vng, min

religion . qH! kHcY?m . [n] tn gio

ringgit . ! qHMfHs . [n] ring-gt (n v tin t ca Ma-lai-xi-a)

separate . ! rdo?$qdHs . [v] tch ra,  phn chia,  lm tch bit

soil . rNHk . [n] t

Tamil . ! szl?k . [n] ngi/ ting Ta-min (Nam n  v Sri Lanca)

territory . ! sdq?$sN9qh . [n] vng,  vng lnh th

tropical . ! sq@oHj?k . [adj] thuc nhit i,  thuc khu vc nhit i

 Unit 2

baggy . !azfh . [adj] rng thng thnh,  thng (t qun o)

bear . adq+  azq . [v] mang (vd:  tn)

casual . !jzY?v?k . [adj] khng trnh trng,  bnh thng (qun o)

champagne . Rzl!odHm . [n] ru sm-panh

comic . !j@lHj . [n] truyn tranh lin hon

cotton . !j@s?m . [n] bng, si bng

cross . jqN9r  . [n] ch thp,  du cho
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design . cH!y@Hm . [n] kiu dng thit k

economic . $ h9j?!m@lHj+  $dj? . [adj] thuc kinh t

embroider . Hl!aqNHc?q . [v] thu (hoa vn,  hnh,  v.v. . .)

encourage . Hm!j2qHcY+  , !jUqHcY .[v] ng vin,  khuyn khch

equal . ! h9jv?k . [adj] cng bng,  bng nhau

fade . edHc . [v] bc mu,  phai mu,  lm cho bc/phai mu

fashion . !ezR?m . [n] mt,  thi trang

grow . fqnT . [v] ln ln,  pht trin

inspiration . $ Hmro?!qdHR?m . [n] cm hng,  hng khi

label . ! kdHa?k . [n] nhn,  nhn hiu

logical . ! k@cYHj?k . [adj] c l-gc

material . l?!sHqh9?k . [n] cht liu,  nguyn liu

minority . l?!mN9q?th+  l`H,  . [n] thiu s;  ethnic minority:  dn tc thiu s

novel . !m@u?k . [n] tiu thuyt

occasion . ?!jdHY?m . [n] dp,  c hi

peer . oHq . [n] ngi cng la tui/ a v/ th bc,  bn cng kho

plaid . okzc . [adj] k ca-r,  k  vung

plain . okdHm . [adj] trn (khng c hoa hay hnh v)

poet . !onT?s . [n] nh th

poetry . !onTsqh . [n] th ca,  th vn

rivalry . ! q`Hu?kqh . [n] s ganh ua,  s ganh t

sale . rdHk . [n] doanh s,  s lng bn ra

sleeveless . ! rkh9uk?r . [adj] khng c tay,  ct tay (o)

slit . rkHs . [n] ng x

stripe . rsq`Ho . [n] vch k

style . rs`Hk . [n] kiu,  kiu dng

subject . ! rUacYHjs . [n] ch 
symbol . ! rHla?k . [n] biu tng
tunic . ! st9mHj . [n] (qun o) rng v chng
unique . iT!mh9j . [adj] c o,  c mt khng hai

 Unit 3

admire . ?c!l`Hq . [v] ngng m,  hm m, khm phc,  cm phc
blanket . !akzMj?s . [n] ci chn,  mn,  lp ph ln trn
collection . j?!kdjR?m . [n] b su tp,  tp hp
comment . !j@ldms . [v] nhn xt
exchange . Hjr!sRdHmcY . [n] trao i
gather . !fzC?q . [v] thu lm, thu hoch (ma mng) 
grocery . !fqnTr?qh . [n] hng kh,  thc n sn,  hng tp ho / tp phm
hamburger . !gzl$a2qf?q . [n] bnh hm-b-g (bnh m trn kp tht)
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hike . g@Hj . [v] i b ng di
locate . ! knTjdHs . [v] xc nh v tr,  t vo v tr
maize . ldHy . [n] ng,  bp
pagoda . o?!fnTc? . [n] cha
picnic . !oHjmHj . [n] cuc i chi c n ung ngoi tri
plow . ok`T . [v] (cn vit l plough) cy rung
relax . qH! kzjr . [v] ngh ngi,  gii tr
rest . qdrs . [v] ngh gii lao,  ngh cho  mt
route . qt9s . [n] tuyn ng
shrine . Rq@Hm . [n] miu th,  in th,  am 
sightseer . r`Hs,rh9?q . [n] ngi ngm cnh,  khch tham quan
tip . sHo . [n] tin cho thm (cho ngi phc v),  tin qu

 Unit 4

advance . ?c!uzmr . [n] s xy ra trc;  in advance:  trc,  lm trc

amount . ?!l@Tms . [n] s lng

campus . !jzlo?r . [n] khu trng hc

course . jN9qr  . [n] kho hc

deposit . cH!o@y?s . [n] tin t cc

dormitory . !cN9l?$sN9qh . [n] k tc x,  nh  tp th

edition . H!cHR?m . [n] ln xut bn,  bn in

experience . Hjr!oHqh9?mr . [v] tri qua,  kinh qua

fee . eh9  . [n] ph,  l ph

institute . ! Hmrs?$st9s . [n] vin,  hc vin

intermediate . $ Hms?q!lh9ch9?s . [adj] trung bnh,   gia,  trung cp

linguistics . kHM!fvHrshjr . [n] ngn ng hc

order . !N9qc?q . [v] ra lnh

publish . !oUakHR . [v] xut bn

reputation . $ qdoi?!sdHR?m . [n] danh ting

scenery . ! rh9m?qh . [n] phong cnh,  cnh vt,  cnh quan

until . ?m$sHk+  Um,  . [prep] cho n,  cho ti khi

well-qualified . vdk,!jv@k?$ è Hc . [adj] c trnh  cao,  c tay ngh vng vng

 Unit 5

access . !zjrdr . [n] s tip cn,  quyn c s dng

adult . ?!cUks+  !zcUks . [n] ngi ln,  ngi  trng thnh

article . !@qtHj?k . [n] bi bo

benefit . !adm?$ehs . [n] li ch,  phc li

commercial . j?!l2qR?k . [adj] mang tnh thng mi,   em bn

communicate . j?!lit9m?$jdHs . [v] lin lc,  trao i thng tin
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control . j?m!sqnTk . [v,n] kim sot,  iu khin;  s kim sot,  s iu khin

costly . !jN9rskh . [adj] t,  gi t,  gi cao

crier . jq@H?q . [n] ngi rao bn,  ngi i rao hng,  ngi rao tin tc trn 
ng ph (thi xa)

deny . cH!m@H . [v] ph nhn

documentary . $c@ji?!ldms?qh . [n] phim ti liu

force . eN9qr . [n] sc mnh,  lc lng

government . !fUu?qml?ms . [n] chnh ph

income . ! HmjUl . [n] thu nhp

interactive . $ Hms?!qzjsHu . [adj] tng tc

Internet . ! Hms?qmds . [n] mng my tnh quc t,  mng in-t-nt,  mng

limitation . $ kHl?!sdHR?m . [n] gii hn

opinion . ?!oHmi?m . [n]  kin

purpose . !o2qo?r . [n] mc ch

remote . qH!lnTs . [adj] t xa,  xa xi

respond . qH!ro@mc . [v] p li,  hng ng

ring . qHM  . [v] rung (chung)

shout . R@Ts . [v] ku to,  ht ln

stage . rsdHcY . [n] giai on

surf . r2qe . [v] lt sng,  lt mng in-t-nt

teenager . ! sh9$mdHcY?q . [n] thanh thiu nin (t 1 3  ti 1 9 tui)

time-cons-uming 
. s@Hl j?m!rt9lHM  . [adj] mt nhiu thi gian,  i hi nhiu thi gian

viable . !u@H?a?k . [adj] c kh nng tn ti,  c  

violent . !u@H?k?ms . [adj] bo lc

wander . !v@mc?q . [v] i lang thang,  i khng c nh hng r rng

website . !vdar@Hs . [n] trang web (trn mng in-t-nt)

widely . !v@Hckh . [adv] rng ln,  trn phm vi rng

wonderful . !vUmc?qe?k . [adj] tuyt vi

 Unit 6

cover . !jUu?q . [v] che ph,  che y

deforestation . cH$eN9q?r!sdHR?m . [n] s tn ph rng,  hin tng rng b tn ph

disappointed . $cHr?!o@Hms?c . [adj] tht vng

dump . cUlo . [n] bi ,  ni cha

dynamite . !c@Hm?$l@Hs . [n] thuc n

environment . Hm!u@Hq?ml?ms . [n] mi trng
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fence . edmr . [n] hng ro,  ro chn

flow . eknT . [n] dng

fly . ek@H . [n] con rui

foam . enTl . [n] bt

folk . enTj . [n] ngi (cch ni thng tc)

garbage . !f@qaHcY . [n] rc thi

hedge . gdcY . [n] hng ro (hng cy tip nhau)

junkyard . !cYUMj$ i@qc . [n] bi ph thi,  ni cha  ph thi

mass . lzr . [n] khi,  ng

minimize . !lHm?l@Hy . [v] lm gim thiu,  lm gim ti mc thp nht

persuade . o?q!rvdHc . [v] thuyt phc

pesticide . !odrs?$r@Hc . [n] thuc dit tr su b,  thuc su

pollute . o?!kt9s . [v] lm  nhim, gy  nhim

pollution . o?!kt9R?m . [n] s  nhim

prevent . oqH!udms . [v] ngn chn,  phng chng

provide . oq?!u@Hc . [v] cung cp

reduce . qH!ct9r . [v] lm gim, gim

rock . q@j . [n] ,  hn ,  tng 

row . qnT . [n] hng (ngang),  hng li

sewage . ! rt9HcY . [n] nc thi,  nc cng

spray . roqdH . [v] phun

trash . sqzR . [n]  c b i,   v dng

unpolluted . $Umo?!kt9s?c . [adj] khng b  nhim, cha b  nhim

wrap . qzo . [v] gi,  bc li

 Unit 7

account for . ?!j@Tms e?q . [v] chim, l yu t ca
appliance . ?!ok@H?mr . [n]  dng,  dng c,   gia dng,  thit b gia dng
bill . aHk . [n] ho n
bulb . aUka . [n] bng n trn,  bng n  (khc bng neon)
car pool . !j@q $oT9k . [n] nhm ngi cng i chung mt xe hi,  phn ng dnh  

ring cho xe hi ch t 2 ngi tr ln
category . !jzTt?$fN9qh . [n]  loi,  hng
chopstick . ! sR@orsHj . [n] chic a
conserve . j?m!r2qu . [v] bo tn,  gi gn,  duy tr
crack . jqzj . [n] vt nt,  vt rn
drip . cqHo . [v] nh git,  nh tng git,  r nc
effectively . H!edjsHukh . [adv] c kt qu,  c hiu qu,  mt cch c hiu qu
efficiency . H!eHR?mrh . [adj] hiu sut cao,  nng sut cao,  hiu qu
energy . !dm?qcYh . [n] nng lng
energy-saving . !dm?qcYh $rdHuHM  . [adj] tit kim c nng lng
faucet . !eN9r?s . [n] vi nc
hobby . !g@aH . [n] s thch
household . !g@TrgnTkc . [n] h gia nh
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infrastructure . ! Hmeq?$rsqUjsR?q . [n] c s h tng
innovation . $ Hm?!udHR?m . [n] s i mi,  vic a ra pht minh / sng ch mi
install . Hm!rsN9k . [v] lp t,  ci t
label . ! kdHa?k . [v] dn nhn
model . !l@c?k . [n] m hnh
nuclear . !mt9jkh9?q . [adj] thuc ht nhn

ordinary . !N9qc?m$dqh . [adj] bnh thng,  thng thng
pipe . o@Ho . [n] ng nc
plumber . !okUl?q . [n] th nc, th sa cha h thng cp nc
profitable . !oq@e?t?a?k . [adj] c li,  em li li nhun  

quarter . !jvN9t?q . [n] mt phn t

receive . qH!rh9u . [v] nhn,  tip nhn
recent . ! qh9r?ms . [adj] gn y
regularly . ! qdfi?k?qkh . [adv] thng xuyn
replace . qH!okdHr . [v] thay th
resource . ! qh9rN9qr+  ,yN9qr . [n] ngun,  ngun lc
separate . ! rdo?q?s+  ! rdoq?s . [adj] ring,  ri nhau,  khc nhau
solar . ! rnTk?q . [adj] thuc mt tri
solid . ! r@k?c . [adj] rn,   th rn
source . rN9qr . [n] ngun,  ngun xut pht
standard . ! rszmc?qc . [n,adj] chun,  tiu chun
suggest . r?f!cYdrs . [v] gi ,  ng gp  kin
ultimately . !Uks?l?skh . [adv] cui cng,  xt hiu qu cui cng,  xt v lu v di

 Unit 8

acquaintance . ?!jvdHms?mr . [n] ngi quen
ancient . !dHmsR?ms . [adj] c,  c xa,  c knh
auld lang syne .N9kc kzM  y@Hm+  r@Hm . [n] tn mt bi ht:  The good old days 
celebrate . ! rdk?$aqdHs . [v] lm l k nim, k nim
celebration . $ rdk?!aqdHR?m . [n] l k nim
charity . ! sRzq?Tth . [n] lng t thin,  hot ng t thin,  hi t thin
compose . j?l!onTy . [v] sng tc,  son tho
congratulate . j?m!fqzsR?$kdHs . [v] chc mng
considerate  . j?m!rHc?q?s . [adj] n cn,  chu o,  hay quan tm ti ngi xung quanh
decorate . !cdj?$qdHs . [v] trang tr,  trang hong
describe . cH!rjq@Ha . [v] m t
distinguish . cHr!shMfvHR . [v] phn bit,  lm cho khc bit
Easter . ! h9rs?q . [n] l Phc sinh
freedom . !eqh9c?l . [n] s t do,  t do
generous  . !cYdm?q?r . [adj] rng lng,  rng 
groom . fqt9l . [n] ch r (vit tt ca bridegroom)
guest . fdrs . [n] khch mi,  khch kha
hug . gUf . [n] m (khi cho nhau)
humor . !git9  l?q . [n] tnh hi hc (sense of humor:  khiu hi hc)
Jewish . !cYt9HR . [adj] thuc Do thi,  ngi Do thi
joyful . !cYNHe?k . [adj] vui mng,  hn hoan,  vui sng
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last . kzrs . [v] ko di
lunar . ! kt9m?q . [adj] thuc mt trng
miss . lHr . [v] nh,  nh mong,  nh nhung
nominate . !m@l?$mdHs . [v] ghi danh,  mnh danh,  chn
occur . ?!j2q . [v] xy ra
parade . o?!qdHc . [n] cuc diu hnh,  on diu hnh,  m rc 
Passover . !ozr$nTu?q . [n] L Qu hi (ca ngi Do thi)
predict . oqH!cHjs . [v] d bo,  d on trc
priority . oq@H!N9q?Tth  . [n] s u tin,  quyn u tin
slavery . ! rkdHu?qh . [n] s n l,  cnh n l,  ch  n l
sticky . ! rsHjh . [adj] dnh (sticky rice:  go np)
towards . svN9qcy+  s?!vN9qcy . [prep] v pha,  hng v

 Unit 9

abrupt . ?!aqUos . [adj] bt ng,  t ngt
battery . !azTt?qh . [n] c quy,  pin
behave . aH!gdHu . [v] c x,  ng x,  c c ch / hnh ng
border . !aN9qc?q . [v] tip gip vi / gip vi
bureau . !aiTqnT . [n] vn phng,  c quan,  cc
can  . jzm . [v] ng hp
carriage . !jzqHcY . [n] xe (baby carriage:  xe ni)

Celsius (C) . ! rdkrh9?r . [n]  C.  V d:  27oC (twenty-seven degrees Celsius)
coast . jnTrs . [n] b bin
collapse . j?!kzor . [v] ,  sp,  sp,   sp
damage . !czlHcY . [n] h hng,  hng hc,  thit hi vt cht
destroy . cH!rsqNH . [v] ph hu,  ph hng
earthquake . !2qS$jvdHj . [n] ng t
erupt . H!qUos . [v] phun, phun tro
expect . Hj!rodjs . [v] mong i,  ch n,  s n nhn
extensive . Hj!rsdmrhu . [adj] ln,  rng ln
flashlight . !ekzR$k@hs . [n] n pin
forecast . !eN9qjzrs . [n] bng d bo,  chng trnh d bo
funnel . !eUm?k . [n] ci phu
highlands . !g@Hk?my . [n] vng ni,  vng cao
lift . kHes . [v] nng ln,  nhc ln
Pacific Rim . o?$rHeHj !qHl . [n] vng lng cho Thi Bnh Dng,  vnh ai 

Thi Bnh Dng
shift . RHes . [n] s chuyn dch,  s thay i
temperature . ! sdlo?q?sR?q . [n] nhit 
thunderstorm . !SUmc?q$rsN9ql . [n] bo c sm st v ma to
tidal . ! s@Hc?k . [adj] thuc thu triu,  do thu triu
tide . s@hc . [n] thu triu
trust . sqUrs . [v] tin tng vo,  tin l thc
typhoon . s@h!et9m . [n] bo nhit i ( Thi Bnh Dng v n  Dng)
volcano . u@k!jdHmnT+  uN9k,  . [n] ni la
volume . u@ki?l+  ,iT9l . [n] lng,  khi lng,  m lng
warn . vN9qm . [v] bo trc,  cnh bo
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 Unit 10

aboard . ?!aN9c . [adv] trn tu,  trn thuyn
alien . !dHkh9?m . [adj ,n] xa l,  thuc nc ngoi;  ngi nc ngoi /l /hnh tinh

khc
capture . !jzosR?q . [v] bt
claim . jkdHl . [v] i,  i quyn,  nhn l,  t cho l (ca mnh)
conclusive . j?m!jkt9rHu+  ,yHu . [adj]  kt lun,  gip i n kt lun
crazy . !jqdHyh . [adj] khng,  in khng
creature . !jqh9sR?q . [n] loi sinh vt,  sinh vt
despite . cH!ro`Hs . [prep] mc d
disappear . $cHr?!oHq . [v] bin mt
evidence . !du?c?mr . [n] bng chng
exist . Hf !yHrs . [v] tn ti
gemstone . !cYdl$rsnTm . [n]  qu
grade . fqdHc . [v] phn loi,  xp hng
hole . gnTk . [n] ci l
imagination . H$lzcY?!mdHR?m . [n] s tng tng,  tr/c tng tng
infant . ! Hme?ms . [n] tr s sinh
meteor . !lh9Tth9?q . [n] sao bng
microorganism . $l@HjqnT!N9qf?mHy?l .[n] vi sinh vt
mineral . !lHm?q?k . [n] khong cht,  khong sn
mysterious . lHr!sHqh9?r . [adj] b him
news . mt9y . [n] tin tc
object . !@acYHjs . [n] vt th
planet . !okzm?s . [n] hnh tinh
precious . !oqdR?r . [adj] qu,  qu gi,  qu bu
prove . oqt9u . [v] chng minh
public . !oUakHj . [n] cng cng,  cng chng,  ch ng ngi
pull . oTk . [n] lc ko,  lc ht
round . q@Tmc . [adj] trn,  c hnh trn
sample . ! rzlo?k . [n] mu, vt lm mu
shape . Rdho . [n] hnh dng
sight . r@hs . [v] nhn thy,  nhn thy tn mt,  mc kch
spacecraft . ! rodHr$jqzes . [n] tu v tr
spot . ro@s . [n] im, chm
subject to . !rUacYHjs s?+  ,cYdjs .[adj] chu,  b nh hng bi
terrify . ! sdq?$e@H . [v] lm cho s hi,  lm cho khip m
trace . sqdHr . [n] du vt
trick  . sqHj . [n] tr kho lo,  mo,  mo nh ngh,  k xo
UFO . it9denT . [n] (tt ca Unidentified Flying Object) vt th bay l,  a bay
unidentified . $Um@H!cdms?$e@Hc . [adj] khng nhn dng c,  khng r tung tch,  l




